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This report summarizes an in\lestigation of the behavior of a beam to column joint of a
32 year old shear-critical bridge pier and a companion one-quarter scale model of thetwQ
column prototype bent under reversed cyclic lateral loading. The prototype specimen was
retrieved from the field and prepared for tP.':ting by welding a self equilibrating reaction
frame onto the reinforcing steel of the cap beam. Tile model and the prototype were
tested under constant vertical (gravity) loaus. The cyclic lateral loading was applied
through a horizontally connected actuator in case of the model and two parallel actuators
inclined at 240 with the horizontal were used for the prototype testing in order to simula~

lateral force effects in an entire two-column bent. Experimentally observed shear
strengths were compared with code-based strength evaluation techniques. Evaluation
shows that the pier would possess inadequate shear capacity and thus be classified as
shear-brittle with no ductility capability. It is also shown that if code-based evaluation
procedures are followed this class of bridge pier is classified as unsafe and shear-brittle,
but may be capable of resisting minor earthquakes through elastic response. However, if
a dependable ductile mechanism is assumed, as demonstrated by good experimental be-
havior, a safe seismic response can be assumed for all Seismic Performance Categories in
the United States. I
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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established to expand and
disseminate knowledge about earthquakes, improve earthquake-resistant design. and implement
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives and property. The emphasis is on
str~ctures in the eastern and central United States and lifelines throughout the country that are found
in zones of low, moderate, and high seismicity.

NCEER's research and implementation plan in years six through ten (] 99 I -1996) comprises four
interlocked elements, as shown in the figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to support
projects in the Applied Research area. Element II, Applied Research, is the major focus ofwork for
years six through ten Element 1Il, Demonstration Projects, have been planned to support Applied
Research projects, and will beeither case studies or regional studies Element IV. Implementation, will
result from activity in the four Applied Research projects, and from Demonstration Projects

ELEMENT I
BASIC RESEARCH

• SeismiG haz.rd and
ground motion

• Solis and geotechniGal
engl.-ring

• Risk and reliability

• Prot.ctive and inteUigef1t
Iystem.

• Soc:letal and economk:
studies

ELEMENT \I
APPUED RESEARCH

• The Building Project

• The Nonatructur.1
Com~nbProjellot

• The Lifelines Project

• The Bridge Project

ELEMENT III ----,

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS I
C... StUdies

• AdIve and hprid control
• tto.pttal and d... fN"OCMSlng

fKilltiM
• Short.nd medium apan bttdge8
• War IUpply lyReml In

Memphll .nd San Francisco
Regional Stud_

• New York City
• MluiUlppl Valley
• San Francisco Bay Area

ELEMENT IV
IMPLEMENTATION

• Confwenc:ealWorkahope
• Ed~rainlng C:OUrMS

• Publication.
• Publk:Aw........

Research tasks in the Bridle Project expand current work in the retrofit of existing bridges and
develop basic seismic design criteria for eastern bridges in low-to-moderate risk zones This research
parallels an extensive multi-year research program on the evaluation ofgravity-load design concrete
buildings. Specifically, tasks are being performed to

iii



Determine the seismic vulnerability of bridge structures in regions of low-to-medium
seismicity. and in particular of those bridges in the eastern and central United States

2 Develop concepts for retrofitting vulnerable bridge systems. particularly for typical bridges
found in the eastern and cer.tral United States

3 Develop improved design and evaluation methodologies for bridges. with particular emphasis
on soil-structure mechanics and its influence on bridge response

4. Review seismic design criteria for new bridges in the eastern and central United States.

The end product ofthe Bridle Project will be a collection ofdesign manuals. pre-standardsand design
aids which will focus on typical eastern and central United States highway bridges. Work begun in the
Bridge Project has now been incorporated into the Oilbway Project

This report summarizes the results ofexperiments ofan actual 32 year old bridge pier Jomt and
a companIOn quarter-scale IWfk.'olumn bent. The load~formation characteristics, mduding the
energy absorption ,:opaclties for reversed cyclic.- loading. were similar for the prototype subas
sembly and the motif!! test. These tests show that there is Illtle strength ~tenoration up to
t:olumn drift angles of two percent. The shear capacity predictIOns by codes were shown to be
too conroervative for the~ piers with lillie transverse remforcement. The accompanying analyti
cal study incllUkd a 1JfiI.' e~rgy-basedstrength ~terioration madel.
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes an investigation of the beha\ior of a beam to column

joint of a 32 year old shear-critical bridge pier and a companion one-quarter scale model

of the two column prototype bent under reversed cyclic lateral loading. The prototype

specimen was retrieved from the field and prepared for testing by welding a self

equilibrating reaction frame onto the reinforcing steel of the cap beam. The model and

the prototype were tested under constant vertical (gravity) loads. The cyclic lateral

loading was applied through a horizontally connected actuator in case of the model and

two parallel actuators inclined at 24° with the horizontal were used for the prototype

testing in order to simulate lateral force effects in an entire two-column bent.

Lateral loads were applied with increasing drift angles to ± 4 percent. A

moderately ductile failure initiated through flexure but was later dominated by shear

when drift angles exceeded t 2 percent for both model and prototype specimens. Final

failure wa5: attributed to fracture and bond deterioration of the longitudinal bars for the

model and the prototype respectively. The results of model and the prototype tests were

compared with one another. Overall performance of the model and prototype were

remarkably similar.

Shear accounted for between 25 and 60 percent of the plastic deformations in the

columns. The experimentally observed shear strengths were compared with code· based

strength evaluation techniques. Tne evaluation me!hods show that the pier would possess

inadequate shear capacity and thus be classified as shear-brittle with no ductility

capability. An energy based damage analysis procedure is proposed. This improved

evaluation procedure is a rational method and is capable of predicting the cumulative

displacement ductility failure limit state. The seismic vulnerability of this class of shc-.ar

critical bridge pier is examined using the ATe 6-2 methodology. It is shown that if code

based evaluation procedures are followed this class of bridge pier is classified as "unsafe"

and shear-brittle, but may be capable of resisting minor earthquakes through elastic

response. However, if a dependable ductile mechanism is assumed, as demonstrated by

good experimental behavior, a "safe" seismic response can be assumed for all Seismic

Performance Categories in the United States.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Context

To date most existing bridges in the eastern and central United States have been

designed predominantly for carrying gravity loads. Some lateral loading might have been

considered in the design process to account for: centrifugal forces on curved bridges,

hydrodynamic loading on piers in river crossings including the effects of a debris raft,

traction forces and wind loading. However, these lateral loads with respect to the weight

of the bridge are typically small. Even though bridges in the eastern and central United

States are situated in low to medium seismic risk zones, the seismic design of bridge

substructures has historically been ignored in these regions. This raises a leading

question: How will such bridges perform in the event of an earthquake when they are

subjected to large dynamic seismic loads that may arise from ground shaking?

The large number of bridge failures during recent earthquakes has emphasized the

need to improve design standards for new bridges. While considerable improvement has

been made in seismic design standards since the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the

dependability of existing bridges under seismic loads remains an unresolved question.

Especially failures of older bridges and the accompanying loss of life in the 1989 Lorna

Prieta earthquake brought an increased awareness of the vulnerability of existing bridge

systems. The research presented herein addresses such bridges and is part of a larger

program sponsored by NCEER to investigate the seismic vulnerability of the existing

highway bridge system, particularly in the eastern and central United States. It also

endeavors to study the effect of conservatism built in design and construction which can

result in an unknown intrinsic strength and ductility capacity, that can be mobilized to

resist seismic loading. This study is a step towards formulating evaluation procedures for

prediction of bridge behavior under earthquakes to achieve confidence while maldng

decisions regarding the existing dependability, or the requirement of seismic retrofitting

1-1



or replacement.

The present state-of-the-art in Earthquake Engineering requires that in the event

of an earthquake, the loss of life should be minimized; structures may suffer structural

damage. but prevention of complete collapse must be ensured. The traditional way of

achieving this for reinforced concrete structures is by the formation of .. ductile structural

mechanism with the dIssipation of energy in carefully detailed ductile plastic hinge wnes.

The ability of the structure to behave in a desirable ductile fashion therefore depends

primarily on the adequacy of the reinforcing steel detailing.

A considerable amount of model testing on bridge components under simulated

seismic loading has been carried out over the past two decades, but the reliability of these

results and whether they can or cannot be applied to aged existing bridge structures needs

verification through comparative studies. The present study constitutes an experimental

investigation on a prototype cap to column connection retrieved from such a bridge and

a companion one-quarter scale model of the entire pier of a shear-eritical bridge pier.

The prototype bridge is a typical gravity load designed slab on steel girder bridge

constructed in the late 1950's in th~ state of New York. An effort is also made to

compare the performances of the model and the prototype.

This present report is first of a series on the seismic evaluation and retrofitting

of reinforced concrete bridge piers. Similar studies have already been completed on the

evaluation and seismic retrofit of reinforced concrete frame buildings, designed only for

gravity loads. These studies include an Evaluation Series and a Retrofit Series. The

Evaluation Series consists of:

Part I: Design aruJ Properties of a One-Third Scale Model Structure by

Bracci, Reinhom and Mander (19913).

Part II: Experimental Petj£'muJ1ICe ofSubassemblages by Aycardi, Mander

and Reinhom (1992).

Part III: Experimental Petjonnance and AlUllytical Study of Structural

Mothl by Bracci, Reinhom and Mander (l992b).

The Retrofit Series consists of:

1·2
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Part I:

Part II:

Expuimnl/al Perfonna"u of Retrofitted Subassemblages by

Choudhuri, Mander and Reinhorn (1992).

ExperiTrU'llIal Performance and Analytical Study of Retrofitted

Structural Model by Bracci, Reinhorn and Mander (1992c).

1.2 ~ope of Present Study

The present study consists of two parts: experimental and analytical. The

experimental part of the study is divided into the study of the model pier and the

prototype. Section 2 provides a description of the bridge and design, construction,

instrumentation and testing of the model pier, while experimental results of the model

study are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the test setup. instrumentation and

testing procedure for the prototype. Observations and results of the prototype testing are

discussed in Section 5.

The analytical part presented in Section 6 constitutes of the evaluation of the

flexure and shear strengths for both the prototype beam-oolumn joint and the quarter

scale model by code based formulations and their comparison with the experimental

results. A comparison is also made of the hysteretic performances and energy absorption

patterns of the model and the prototype. Finally the damage potential of the prototype

bridge under earthquake loading in various seismic zones is studied employing the

AASHTOIATC guidelines. The conclusions drawn from this study are presented in

Section 7.

1-3



SECTION 2

MODEL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 introduction

In this section a description is given of the prototype bridg~, the prototype beam

column joint specimen, and design, construction and instrumentation of the quarter scale

bridge pier model.

2.2 The Prototype

The bridge selected for the present study was the East Jewett-Holmwood road

bridge crossing the eastern branch of Cazenovia Creek. The bridge, owned by Erie

County, is located near the town of East Aurora, New York. The plan, elevation and

section of the bridge are shown in Fig. 2.1. The bridge consisted of a 32' wide roadway

with 3.5' wide sidewalks on both sides. The three spans were 40',88' and 60' in length.

The wearing surface was 2· thick asphalt supported by a composite superstructure

consisting of 8- thick concrete deck slab over five WF steel girders equally spaced at 8'

3- centers. The steel girders for the central span were seated on high bolster bearings

while the end spans were seated on low steel pintle rocker/sliding bearings. Both piers

consisted of two column bents with tapering square columns supported on a deep beam

over a spread footing foundation.

The Jewett-Holmwood bridge was originally constructed in 1957. Due to

considerable deterioration of concrete in the deck and piers the bridge was dismantled

for reconstruction in 1990. At that time, a beam-eolumn joint 'Jf the pier was retrieved

from the site and brought into the SUNY at Buffalo Civil Engineering laboratory for

testing. In Fig. 2.21, the elevation of the western pier is shown, where the shaded

portion represents the portion which was retrieved from the field for laboratory testing.

The test setup was designed in accordance with the forces which would be experienced

2-1



by the prototype as shown in Fig. 2.2b. Details about the testing arrangements are

presented in Section 4.

The columns were reinforced \0\ iLn 16 If7 bars enclosed by #3 hoops at 12

centers. Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 show the reinforcement details of the pier. Test cylinders (3

diameter x 6- long) of concrete were core drilled and taken out of the specimen.

Compression test results revealed cylinder strengths of 7400 psi and 9000 psi for column

and capping beAm respectively. It may be of interest to note that the specified strength

found in the construction drawings was fe' = 3,500 psi.

2.3 Scale Model Desian

In the area of structural research, scale model experimentation is a powerful tool

in developing an understanding of structural behavior in many complex dynamic loading

situations, especially where sophisticated non-linear analytical techniques are not fully

developed. Experimental methods are also able to take into account many of the

secondary effec~ and indeterminate factors which Me commonly neglected in analytical

modeling procedures in order to obtain a tractable solution.

For the purpose of the model pier experiment, modeling laws based on constant

stress and strain similitude in the model and prototype were used; thus:

stress and strain ratios

geometric modeling scale

area ratio

force ratio

bar force ratio

moment ratio
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In the above ratios, the subscripts 1ft and p stand for the model and the prototype,

respectively. These relationships were required to simulate the behavior of the prototype

during the experiment.

To simplify the construction of the model, some deviations in geometry from the

true similitude were made as can be seen in Fig. 2.2(a) and Fig. 2.~. To hold down the

pier model to the strong floor and thus simulate a fixed base, the length of the base was

adjusted to conform to the configuration of holes in the laboratory strong floor.

Based on the geometric limitations of the holding down locations of the laboratory

strong floor, as well as the limitations of the reaction frame and actuators, it was

established that a ." scale model should be used. This would enable as large as possible

model to be constructed. and still capture all the construction details. It was also as small

as the model could be constructed using deformed model reinforcement. Figs. 2.5 and

2.6 show the working drawings for the model. Front and side eleva:ions and plan view

are shown in Fig. 2.5, while Fig. 2.6 shows the steel reinforcement details.

2.4 Materials for the Model

2.4.1 Model Concrete

Model pier was built in the following four states:

Stage I: Construction of the Base

Stage 2: Construction of the Foundation Beam

Stage 3: Construction of the Columns

Stage 4: Construction of the Cap Beam

Concrete for stages 1 and 3 was mixed in the laboratory while the larger

quantities for stages 2 and 4 were provided by a local ready-mix supplier.

The proponions by weight for the Stage 1 mix were:

Waur : C~naent : Aggr~gau(SaNl + CotJ13e) = 0.49 : 1 : 3.8 (1.7 + 2.1)
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and for Stage 2 mix:

W~r : Cement: Aggregate(Sand + Coarse) ; 0.43 : 1 : 3.4( I.S + 1.9)

Aggregate for these two stages was ~ - crushed stone and sand was a blend of

coarse and fine in 4: I ratio. Type IlJ (rapid hardening) cement was used in all mixes.

For e-ach pour, 16 4"xS" cylinders were cast to determine the compressive

strength, except for Stage 1 in which 3- diameter cylinders were cast. Results of these

tests are presented in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1: Concrete Compressive Strengtb for various Pours of tbe Model Pier

7 Days 28 Days Age at Strength
Concreting Slump Strength Strength Time of at

Stage Testing Testing
(inches) (psi) (psi) (days) (psi)

Stage 1: 3 2960 3020 180 --
Base

Stage 2:
Foundation 4 2390 2940 162 3080
Beam

Stage 3: 2.5 4500 5050 149 5350
Columns

Stage 4: 3 3050 3080 100 4100
Cap Beam

2.4.2 Model Steel

The exact required model bar diameters are generally impossible to find in the

marketplace. Therefore, an attempt was made to obtain model bars with diameters as

close as possible to the required size, but more importantly, to model the yield force

similitude of the prototype versus model bars. The prototype steel yield stress was

assumed to be 60 ksi and mooeHng was done based on this value, but later steel samples
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were extracted from the prototype pier after testing, from the regions which were least

affected during the test. Monotonic testing of these samples in tension showed yield

strengths of 38 ksi and 40 ksi for hoops and longitudinal bars respectively. The results

of the test parameters are presented in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 shows the bar sizes in the

prototype and the model. Results of the coupon tests for the prototype and the model

reinforcement are presented in Fig. 2.7.

TABLE 2.2: Prototype Pier Reinforcing Steel, Stress - Strain Properties

f Ey Esh EM fau E.y

(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

Lon£itudinal bars #7 40.0 29000 1250 0.007 75 0.116

Transverse hOODS #3 38.0 29000 750 0.010 60 0.106

TABLE 2.3: Prototype & Model Reinforcement

Prototype Model ModeIi.. Rati05

Bar Bar Area Bar Bar Area Measured (A), <A,/.),
Desig- Diameler (iD. 2) Desig- Dia- (in. 2) Yield
nation (inches) nation meter Stresll (A). <A,/).

(inches) (bi)

Gauge
'3 0.375 0.1 to 12 0.104 0.008 54 14 22

wm:

'4 0.500 0.196 Dl 0.113 0.010 140 9 22

,S 0.625 0.307 D2 0.160 0.020 85 IS 12

16 0.75 0.442 D4 0.225 0.040 85 11 8

ff7 0.875 0.601 D4 0.225 0.040 85 IS 12
04(a) 0.225 0.040 6S 14

'8 1.000 0.785 OS 0.252 0.050 83 22 12

"'Assumed prototype steel yield stress is 60 ksi.
"'*D4(a) means annealed bars.
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2.5 Stales of Model Construction

The model pier was built in the following four stages described in the following:

Sta&e I; Pier Base

The base for the model was S'x2'x7.S" in size and was built by making a hollow

box consisting of two 8' and two 2' long and 7.5" high wood pieces nailed at the ends.

This box was then nailed to a 4'xS' plywood sheet which served as the Oooring. Along

the length, the long siu~\ uf lhe f(\nn were braced at third points.

Provi'iion for lifting and moving the 3.5 ton model and anchoring the specimen

to the strong floor was embedded in the base and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.8.

At each end this lifting mechanism was made on a 2'x2'xO.S" steel plate consisting of

24" long, 1.5" diameter steel pipe welded across the plate such that the pipe was located

15" away from the end of the base. The mechanism to hold down the pier consisted of

welding four nuts over 1.25" diameter holes drilled in the plate. Then I" pieces of I"

diameter pipe were welded on top of these nuts which were later plugged with wood

plugs and sealed with silicon caulk to prevent the ingress of cement. These nuts were

designed to accommodate the I" dia holding down bolts which were passed up from

beneath the laboratory strong-floor.

As these plates had to be subjected to all the uplift and most of the shear during

testing, two #6 bars were added to improve the base strength capacity. Then the bottom

12 gauge 2" square steel mesh was placed with a 0.5" cover above the flooring. The top

mesh was then put in place with 0.5" top cover. The next step was to put all the

reinforcement abutting from the base and to tie it to the bottom and top steel meshes.

Finally laboratory mixed concrete was poured and a key was left in the middle to form

the construction joint for foundation beam concrete.

Stale 2: Foundation Beam
The construction of the foundation beam consisted of firstly tying the six

horizontal rebars, secondly placing the formwork, thirdly fixing the column steel starter

bars, and finally pouring the ready-mixed concrete.
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Sta&e 3: Columns

Steel tying was limited to only tying the hoops at 3.5" intervals. Formwork for

the tapering columns was constructed from trapezoidal pieces of plywood and2x4

timber. The forms were fixed and braced to the foundation beam. The small volume of

concrete required for this pour was mixed in the laboratory in a single batch.

Sta&e 4: Cap Beam

The major work in this stage was the preparation of the steel reinforcement cage.

An arrangement for anchoring the top loading girder was also provided. This consisted

of a bearing plate with a V-shape shear connector welded to the 6"x16"xo/.." plate as

shown in Fig. 2.9.

One such bearing plate with a single V-shape stud was placed near each end of

the cap beam and a third bearing plate with two V-shape shear studs was placed at the

center /)f the cap. Finally the ready mix concrete was poured and vibrated.

2.6 Test Rig

Fig. 2.10 shows the setup in which the specimen was tested. The specimen was

anchored to the 18 inch thick laboratory strong floor. Lateral load was applied to the

specimen by a 250 kips capacity servo-controlled actuator. The vertica1load, representing

the dead load of the bridge spans was applied by a 22 kips actuator via a transverse

loading beam seated on the specimen's longitudinal steel girder (W14 x 257).

The teSt setup was carried out by firstly lifting the specimen over the strong floor

anchorages. Secondly, the lateral load transferring beam (12' W14 x 257) was connected

to the three steel plates embedded in the cap beam for this purpose with two 3/4"

diameter A325 Grade 8 bolts in each plate. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.11. The

bolts were torqued to 250 kips-inch to prevent slip between the beam and the plates. This

beam was then connected to the actuator assembly, correctly aligned, and the holding

down anchorages fastened.

In order to prevent sliding of the base on the strong floor, the specimen was

tension-anchored to the reaction frame with two high strength (Grade 160) t" diameter
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threadbars. These bars were only effective during the actuator's push cycle when the ties

were in tension. When the actuator was in the pull cycle, base sliding was prevented by

the holding-down bolts acting in shear as well as friction between the model base and the

strong floor.

Axial load was applied with the 22 kips hydraulic actuator through the

arrangement shown in Fig. 2.10. Transfer of axial load to the specimen was through the

WIO x 77 cross-beam. This system amplified the actuator force by a factor of 3.2,

potentially delivering up to 70.4 kips of vertical load into the specimen. The bearing

seating of the WlO x 77 cross-beam on to the Wl4 x 257 lateral loading beam is shown

in Fig. 2.12.

2.7 Instrumentation

Displacements, column rotations, and forces were monitored as follows:

Displacements

Fig. 2.13(b) shows the arrangement of the sonic transducers used to measure

lateral movement of the pier and the north column. This experiment was controlled by

relative drift movement of the north column. Herein, drift was defined by the difference

of movement between sonic transducers # 8 and 7. Thus

D = ~I~ (2-1)
Lc

where Lc = clear length of the column, 4 = displacement of the indicated sonic

transducer, and D = drift index.

Even though the base was securely fixed to the strong floor as described above,

any slight movements could be monitored by sonic transducer fI 10. The displacement

of the north column was measured at the six points coinciding with the linear

potentiometers' locations. This was done in an endeavor to enable analysis of shear and

flexural displacements. All sonic transducers were fixed on to a rigid reference frame

secured to the strong floor.
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Curvatures

Fig. 2.13(a) shows the arrangement of seven pairs of linear potentiometers,

located at opposite column faces, which were used to enable the measurement of the

northern column curvatures over sequential gauge lengths of that column. The gauge

length for the potentiometer pairs were adjusted to ensure that some movement would be

detected in each section. Two potentiometers were mounted on one aluminum seat; one

covering an upper gauge length, the other the adjacent lower one. The seat was glued to

a 1/4" wide aluminum strip which was epoxied to the column at appropriate gauge length

mark. Similarly, striking plates made of aluminum angle were mounted at each alternate

gauge length mark. This arrangement was such that at one end of the gauge length there

was a potentiometer mounted on an aluminum seat and on the other end there was the

striking plate to provide a contact surface for the brass rod coupled to the potentiometer.

It should be noted that the surface mounting arrangement for the potentiometers only

provided reliable strain readings until the onset of concrete spalling. Even though this

approach has its shortcomings, it was felt to be more expedient than casting mounting

rods transversely through the column section.

Loads

Lateral and vertical forces were monitored through load cells connected in series

to their respe<" ive actuators.

2.8 Data Acquisition

During the active period of the test the output voltages of all the instruments were

recorded using a Optim Megadac 5533A Data Acquisition System. From these records

t.......rce-displacer.lent (drift) and moment-eurvature relations were established.

During the test, the lateral load measured by the load cell on the horizontal

actuator and the displacement of the sonic transducer on the load transferring beam (W14

x 257) was plotted on a Type 70790A analogue Hewlett-Pac~d X-Y Plotter. This

backup system also provided an immediate insight to the behavior of the model during

testing.
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Prior to testing, the position of reinforcement in the column was drawn on all the

four faces of both columns to detect the nature and position of crack and failure. Before

the actual test, all the instruments were set at their balance points and it was also ensured

that these are in working order after giving them a small manual movements.

2.9 Pbotoerapbk Retord

Figs. 2.14 to 2.16 present a photographic record of the model experiment. Fig.

2.14 shows the reinforcing steel cages at various stages of construction prior to pouring

the concrete. Fig. 2.15 shows the finished one-quarter scale model prior to attaching the

instrumentation. Fig. 2.16 shows a number of different views of the test setup including

the instrumentation, prior to commencing the testing.
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SECTIONJ

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

FOR 111E MODEL

3.1 Introduction

In this section an account is presented of the testing procedure, observations made

during testing and results obtained after data reduction.

3.2 TestiJll ~edure

The model was tested in two stages using different ~requencies of loading. These

first and second stages will be referred hereinafter as Quasi Static and Quasi Dynamic

loading respectively. The Quasi Static stage consisted of two cycles of loading at each

drift level of +0.25%, ±O.5%, +0.75%, + 1.0%, + L,,%, and,±2.0%. The horizonlal

load was applied as a sine wave with a frequency of 0.01 Hz. The Quasi Dynamic stage

consisted of 5 and 20 cycles at 0.1 Hz. of loads at + 3.0% and +4.iJ% drift amplitudes,

respectively. A constant axial load of 9 kips was kept in lhe vertical actuator throughout

the experiment. This axial load transferred to the model as 29 kips. By adding the 7 kips

weight of the load transferring equipment, a total of 36 kips of vertical force was applied

to the specimen. This axial load represents the scaled dead load on the prototype pier.

During testing, all instruments were continuously monitored and records logged

using the Megadac Data Acquisition system with data sampling rates of I and 10 Hz. for

the Quasi Static and Quasi Dynamic tests respectively.

3.3 Visual Obsenatiom

All components of the model were closely observed for cracks during the testing

procedure but special attention was focused on the columns as failure was anticipated to

initiate from here. Cracks were marked and photographs taken for future reference.
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Herein an account of the performance of the model pier during each drift amplitude is

given.

No cracks were visible in any part during the ±O.25% drift cycles, the behavior

essentially being elastic. During the ±O.5% drift cycle, the tirst noticeable crack

appeared at the foundation beam-column interface of the south column as shown in Fig.

3.la & b. This is attributed to tensile cracking. This crack propagated across the entire

height of the foundation beam and was visible on both sides. This crack appeared only

on the north side of this column. Such tensile cracking was not evident at the cap beam

column interface. The reason may be the presence of rather congested reinforcement in

this part a~ ~ompared to the base and relatively weak concrete of the foundation beam.

In the next drift level at ±O 75 %, some new cracks opened around the column base and

the previous cracks showed growth in width. So far no visible cracks occurred in the

column. The situation remained the same for the ± 1.0% drift level with no cracks

appearing in the column or the cap beam. At the ± 1.5% drift level, the commencement

of cracking away from the column ends was observed. These were in the form of

diagonal shear cracks initiating from near the column ends. More cracks formed at the

column top than the bottom. Some typical shear cracking was also visible in the cap

beam in the column support regions. During the ±2% drift level of the Quasi Static

loading stage, more cracks in the end regions of the column formed, but all these cracks

were very small in width and there was no apparent spatling of concrete at all (Fig.

3.lc). This indicated good serviceability of the model under Quasi Static loading.

The columns showed some plastitication during the first cycle at ±3% drift level

of the Quasi Dynamic loading stage. Concrete cover to the reinforcing bars on the inner

column faces was partially lost in the hinge regions. Therefore, after the end of this

loading sequence, all the instruments were taken away from the instrumented north

column except the control sonic transducers (Fig. 3.ld).

The final phase of the test(±4% drift level) severely damaged the specimen as

depicted in Fig. 3.2. Firstly the concrete in the hinge zones was badly cracked and later

crushed and thrown out from there, thus leaving no protection for the reinforcing bars

which eventually fractured due to low cycle fatigue at mid hinge length (in the top hinge)
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and nearly at the base (fatigue cracks were evictent) in the bottom hinge. It was also

observed that the bottom hinge length was inadequate (Fig. 3.3a). Evelt at the end of the

test, the columns were aLJle to take the full applied axial load. Apart from hair-line cracks

in the column support regions, the cap beam suffered no damage (Fig. 3.3b).

3.4 Experimental Results

i) Hysteretic Perronna~e

The lateral load versus column drift performance of the pier for Quasi Static as

well as Quasi Dynamic loading stages are presented in Fig. 3.4. It is evident from this

figure that the columns and thus the pier behaved in a ductile fashion as the hysteresis

loops show good energy dissipation characteristics. The pier behaved elastically during

the ±0.25% drift cycles. As the drift levels increased, the pier started entering the

plastic range. It is interesting to note that during the Quasi Static loading stage, there was

no apparent degradation in strength as the drift amplitude increased, even though some

decrease in strength in the second cycle of a given drift amplitude can be noted. During

the Quasi Dynamic loading stage, a progressive decrease in strength can be observed at

the ±3% and ±4% drift amplitudes, evidently due to the increased number of load

cycles at these amplitudes. This can be attributed to the partial loss of concrete cover in

the plastic hinge zones after the ±3% drift cycles, loss of vertical bar anchorage bond,

and loss of concrete shear strength capacity. As might be expected, the strength

degradation during the 20 cycles at the ±4% drift amplitude is significant. Not only was

the concrete in the hinge zones badly cracked and spatled, but also the longitudinal

reinforcing bars buckled and fractured due to low cycle fatigue.

The specimen exceeded its nominal strength, calculated in Section 6.2, in the

reverse loading cycles but failed to achieve this in the forward loading cycles. This

difference may be due to the following: (i) two different types of annealed bars used for

longitudinal reinforcement in the column comers; (ii) the presence of a major crack in

the foundation beam along the inner face of the south column (during the forward loading

cycle, this column is the heavier one and the crack would have reduced the strength of

the column as indicated in Fig. 3.1a &. b.); and (iii) the initial loading direction for all
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load cycles was negative which may have pre-weakened the shear strength capacity of

the pier due to crack opening for the positive loading half-eycles.

In Fig. 3.4, the laleralload resistance capacity of the pier model is also expressed

in a dimensionless form as a base shear coefficient Cc defined as

F
W

(3-1)

where F = lateral Force, W = axial load on the columns including pier self weight =
38.6 kips

in Section Cunatures and Strains

Although the entire column height was monitored for rotations with linear

potentiometers, it is evident from photographs that plastification and column rotations

were restricted to the two end gauge lengths. Similarly, due to concrete spalling in the

end zones, the contact between the potentiometer mountings and the pier was lost and it

was not possible to obtain data for drift levels of ± 3% and ±4%.

Rotation over a given gauge length is calculated from:

and curvatures from:

•

b.,.
8=

L,.
(3-2)

(3-3)

where !!,. = algebraic difference of potentiometer readings, L,. = center-to-eenter

distance between potentiometer pairs, and L. = gauge length over which curvature is

measured.

The rotations over the two end gauge lengths are plotted in Fig. 3.5. These

locatio,",s incorporate the plastic hinges at both ends of the column.
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Lateral load vs. curvature hysteresis curves for the lower and upper gauge lengths

of the column are shown in Fig. 3.6. The curvatures for the second gauge :ength!o

adjacent to the end zones are plotted in Fig. 3.7. It is to be noted that the curvature

hysteresis performance at the lower gauge length is nearly the same in both directions

of loading and it appears to be well within the plastic range while at the upper gauge

length the performance in the forward loading direction is nearly half that in the reverse

loading cycle and a lack of spread of plasticity is evident. This may be attributed to two

reasons:

a) At the upper end of the column, the plastic hinge length is much greater than at

the lower end and one can compare the performances of the adjacent gauge lengths (Fig.

3.7) which show some energy dissipation in the gauge length adjacent to the top one but

virtually nothing for the one adjacent to the bottom. But the plastic hinge rotations for

the top and bottom hinges present a more regular pattern as shown in Fig. 3.5. Hinge

rotation is taken as the combined rotation of the two respective end gauge lengths. It is

observed that hinge rotation in the forward and reverse cycles are approximately the

same for the top and bottom hinges with rotation in the forward loading cycle being

aimu- 75 % that In the reverse direction for both hinge locations.

b) It is suspected that due to weak foundation beam concrete, there might have been

some strain penetration at the lower gauge length. Thus, the strains recorded there are

larger. and hence the curvatures as well.

The same reasoning applies for the differences in the strain profiles for the lower

and upper gauge lengths shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 respectively and for the gauge

lengths adjacent to the lower and upper ones in Fig 3.10 and 3.11 respectively.

Distribution of section curvatures along the column height are shown in Fig. 3.12.

It indicates larger curvatures at the ends, in the reverse loading direction than the

forward direction. Note the inactivity of the region between the hinges. This plot is

corresponding to the peak potentiometer readings for the first cycle of each drift

amplitude.
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iii) Synthesis of Various Components of Column Displacement

Various components of column displacement, i.e. total, flexural and shear are

shown in Fig. 3.13(a) along the column height. whIle synthesis of column drift into these

components vs lateral force is shown in Fig. 3.13(b). All displa~ments are with

reference to the column base. Total displacements were found from the readings of sonic

transducers #1 to 8. The plotted values are the peak values for a given drift level during

the first loading cycle. Flexural displacements were computed by using the moment area

theorems which can be mathematically stated as:

(3-4)

Eq. 3-4 implies that the deflection of point B relative to a tangent drawn to the

elastic curve at point A is equal to the first moment of area of the curvature diagram

(between points A & B) about B. This integral can be numerically evaluated by dividing

the curvature diagram. between points A and B, into ,. strips of height (L); with

curvature (.,) being measured at the center of each gauge length (L); as shown in Fig.

3.14. Therefore Eq. 3-4 can be written as:

"
! .... = L <.,L,.).I;.-1

where.I, = Moment arm of the i th strip about B.

Using the relationship defined in Eq. 3-3,

"
A.... = E (8;z;>

;-1

(3-5)

(3-6)

The shear component of displacement was inferred as the difference between the

total and flexural displacements.

The following observations are made:
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I) The flexural displacements' profile along the column height is smooth giving

confidence in the instrumentation accuracy. During the last two drift levels (± 1.5 % and

±2%). the flexural displacements along the entire column height are greater in the

reverse direction of loading than the forward direction. although the total displacement

in both directions for these drift levels is nearly the same. The difference is accounted

for by the shear component. This is explained by the fact that the hinge length at the top

is greater than the bottom and when the pier is under forward loading. the inner column

face is in tension and as this region developed hinge first (due to smaller cross sectional

area). it reached its flexural capacity tirst and the subsequent displacements were

predominantly due to the shear component. The same phenomena can be observed at the

bottom that with increasing drift amplitudes, the shear component grew in the hinge

zones and first equalled and then exceeded its flexural counterpart.

2) Apart from the hinge zones. the displacements are the desirable flexural type

while in the hinge zones shear is equally dominant. This indicates the good overall

performance of the pier.

il') Cyclic Loadilll and Energy Absorption Considerations

Fig. 3.15 shows a plot of peak force during each loading cycle. The drop in

maximum force during the second and subsequent cycles of each drift level is quite

noticeable. The specimen picked up strength until reaching a maximum during the first

± 1.5 % drift amplitude loading cycle. There is a sharp decline in maximum lateral load

carried by the pier in the first few loading cycles of ±4 % drift level until the instance

of first longitudinal rebar fracture after which the loss of strength is gradual reaching a

nearly constant value in the last cycles.

The plot of energy absorbed by the pier; which is equal to the amount of work

done on it, is shown in Fig. 3.16. A cycle of loading is defined as one full reversal

between positive and negative forward and reverse drift amplitudes. Area within a Force

Displacement hysteresis loop for a cycle measures the energy absorbed in that cycle. This
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can be found by numerical integration using the trapezoidal rule resulting in :

• (F + F 1E = r j ;-1 (.x. -.x. )
~ 2 I .-1
j-I

(3-7)

where F. = force and Xl = displacement for the ;th step.

Fig. ].16 shows that t:'ere is a gradual increase in energy absorption with

increasing drift amplitudes I)P to the ±3% drift level. This peak was followed by a

steady drop off in absorbed energy. The observation made for the drop of peak force in

the ±4% drift level loading cycles holds true in the case of energy absorbed also.

Fig. 3.17 presents a plot of cumulative energy vs cumulative drift. It is evident

that there is an increase in energy absorption all the way up to loading cycle 22

corresponding to first fracture of longitudinal reinforcing bar. After the first longitudinal

rebar fracture, the slope of the curve has started to drop but did not reach tile asymptote

at the end of test, indicating that there is still some life left in the apparently devastated

specimen.

The degradation of strength is also examined by Peak Force vs Cumulative Drift

plot shown In Fig. 3.18. Cumulative drift is defined as the sum of all positive and

negative drift peaks occurring prior to a given stage of testing. Thus 2 cycles of drift

amplitude ±0.5% contributes a cumulative drift of 2.0%. It is observed that at the

Instant of fir~ longitudinal rebar fracture 74 % of the total energy was absorbed in 41 %

of total cumulative drift. This implies that, as expected, the lateral load carrying capacity

of the pier model was severel; impaired after the longitudinal reb.ar fracture.
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SECT10N 4

CONSTRUCTION AND INSTRUMENfATION

FOR THE PROTOTYPE SPECIMEN

4.1 Testing Arrangements

Due to the high strength of the specimen and the large magnitude of gravity load

and lateral forces necessary to induce a column failure, it was not possible to use the

laboratory's existing strong-floor and wall testing systems in the experiment- A self

reacting reaction frame was therefore designed to provide both gravity and lateral forces

to the specimen. Figs. 4.1 to 4.5 show different views of these arrangements. Details of

the reaction frame and testing setup are presented in the following sub-sections.

4.1.1 Lateral Force

Reaction Frame: Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show this frame which consisted of two WI4X 145

beams and four 12" x I" plates, referred as Beams 1 and 2 respectively, along with their

connecting arrangements to the capping beam and to one another. Beams I and 2 were

respectively inclined at 32° and 24° with the horizontal.

Beam I was connected at the bottom of the specimen through a series of

connecting plates, fabricated as Beam 3 (as shown in Fig. 4.2), to the horiwntal

reinforcement of the capping beam. Beam 3 consisted of a 48" x 20" xl" plate at the

northern face of the capping beam which was welded to a 48" x 10" x I" plate (thus

making a T-Section). The 10" wide plate was welded to the reinforcing bars. The T

Connection was stiffened by five triangular plates which also helped in providing an

increased weld area.

The four plates of Beam 2 were welded to Beam I (the two WI4XI45 beams)

and to a series of connecting plates which formed Beam 4. Beam 4 consisted of a 48"

x 16" x I" plate at the northern face of the capping beam which was welded to two
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4.1.2 Ilead Load

The total load on the western pier of the bridge was calculatp..d to be 538 kips.

Therefore a constant vertical load of 269 kips was required al column lop during the test.

This load was provided through a system consisting of two WI OX77 lever beams and an

actuator of 55 kips capacity as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The load of 269 kips was

achieved as a support reaction for the top beam. The support consisted of one of the high

bolster bearings taken from the bridge on top of the column placed at it's center. The

beari ng' s sole plate was welded to the upper W IOX77 beam. The tension anchorage

connecting the two WI OX77 lever beams consisted of three /I 8 high strength (Dywidag)

threadbars passing through holes in the beams aligned at a distance of 24" from the

center of the specimen's column and the bearing seat. These bars were anchored at the

top and bottom beams by Dywidag couplers. The beams were stiffened by vertical side

plates in the regions of high shear. The actuator was attached to each beam through four

I" diameter bolts. The actuator's centerline was at a distance of 98" from the column's

center. In this manner the actuator force was magnified 5.08 times to give the required

gravity load to the specimen. Thus, a force of 53 kips through the actuator resulted in

a reaction of 269 kips applied at the top of the column. A large amount of fresh concrete

was poured at the top in order to ensure that the vertical load was evenly distributed over

the entire column section in the lower portions of the specimen starting from the location

of application of the lateral load. To achieve this, a 26" long x 14" wide x 10" high steel

box was fabricated and filled with concrete to increase the column depth, and spread the

bolster bearing load which was welded directly onto the top of this box.

4.1.3 Construction Sequence

The pier was initially lying in the laboratory in such a manner that the column

was parallel to the floor. The preparation sequence consisted of a series of steps as listed

below:

(1) The concrete was chipped off using pneumatic jack hammers in the zones where

the reinforcing bars needed to be exposed for welding to Beams 3 and 4.

(2) The plates forming Beams 3 and 4 were prefabricated and welded together.
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(3) Beams 3 and 4 were then welded to their respective reinforcing bars on the

capping beam.

(4) Fresh concrete, as shown in Fig. 4.2, was poured in the vicinity of Beams 3 and

4.

(5) The 60" x 16" X 0.5" plate was welded to the reinforcing bars of the I:olumn and

a frame designed for lifting operation of the pier was welded to this plate. This

A-shaped lifting frame had a plate welded at its apex which had a hole drilled in

it for the crane's hook.

(6) The pier was then lifted and placed in an upright positiun, the position in which

it was tested.

(7) The remaining fabrication of the reaction frame was then completed. Beams I and

2 were fillet welded to the capping beam and to one another.

(8) A 3" x 3" x 0.25" angle section was then attached to the column with 0.5"

concrete anchor bolts. Its purpose was to hold the 16" x I" plate, behind Beam

5, in position and at e)(actly 24() from the vertical.

(9) Beams 5 and 6 were then placed in position and connected together with 4 # II

high strength (Dywidag) threadbars.

(10) The three 14" )( 10" x I" plates were then welded to both 16" x I" and 16" x

0.5" cross-section plates on the northern face at the top ofthe specimen's column.

(11) The steel box shown in fig. 4.3 was welded to the steel plates at the north and

the south faces at the top of the column.

(12) The fresh concrete at the column top was poured in three different stages, the last

one being in the steel box after welding the bearing at its top.

(13) The two 250 kip actuators were placed in position.

(14) The two WlOX77 lever beams were placed at top and bottom of the pier. These

beams were held in position by three # 8 high strength (Dywidag) threadbars.

(15) A rich cement-sand mixture was then poured onto the top face of the lower lever

beam to provide a uniform seat area in contact with the capping beam of the

specimen.

(16) The 55 kip actuator was attached to the two lever beams.
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(17) Final1y, the instrumentation wa~ attached to the specimen as shown in Figs. 4.6

and 4.7, and described in Subsxtion 4.2.

Figs. 4.8 to 4.11 include the photographs of various features of the pier specimen

during and after its construction. The photographs in Fig. 4.8 show the specimen reaction

frame during its construction. Fig. 4.9 shows the concrete core dril1ing operation being

carried out at the col ullin top. The bolster bearing used for transferring the dead (axial)

load is shown in Fig. 4.10. Fig. 4.11 shows the instrumentation details and a view of the

entire test setup.

4.2 Instromentation and Data Acqui.-.ition

Instrumentation was provided fo, the test in order to monitor displacements,

rotations and forces as fol1ows.

Displacements: A series of sonic (Tempersonic™) transducers were provided on the

southern end of the pier in order to monitor the displacements over the height of the

column. As shown in the Fig. 4.6, these transducers were mounted onto a Unistrut™

frame which was attached to the capping beam through concrete anchor bolts. One

instrument was provided down the centerline of the column at each level. At the top

control level (level 7), two additional sonic transducers were provided, near the east and

the west sides of the column to check for column torsion. The control level was at a

height of 53" from the column base at the southern end. It represented the level at the

point of intersection of the actuator force and column center-line.

The experiment was performed in Drift Control. This required the use of sonic

transducer 7C, located 53" above the column base to provide the external displacement

(4,c) control signal during testing. Thus, the specimen drift is defined as:

(4-1)

where Lc = 53"
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Curvalures: fig. 4.7 shows the arrangement of linear potentiometers on the column

face. These instrullll'nts were mounted ill a similar fashion on northern and southern face.

The gauge lengths for the~ IIlstruments wen:: fixed III such a way that \Orne movemcllt

would he detected at each section. These instruments were attdched to 1/4" wide

aluminum strips epoxied t(l the concrete. Their other ends were restrained from

movement through striking plates at those ends. :he movement being made possible

through springs during testing. These instruments were provided to n.easure

displacements which were used to compute strains. rotations. curvatures and flexural

displacements. It should be noted that these instruments could be relied upon as long as

concrete did not start spalling.

'AadS: The forces were monitored through load cells connected in senes to their

respcdlve actuators.

Dala Acquisition: During the active period of the test, the output voltages of all the

instruments were recorded using an Optim Megadec 5533A Data Acquisition System.

From these records the force-displacement (drift) and other relations were established.
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SECTION S

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATION

FOR THE PROTOTYPE

5.1 Introduction

In this section, the testing procedure, observations during the test and the results

from the data reduction are presented. It also includes a brief explanation of the data

reduction procedures.

5.2 TestiD& Procedure

The specimen was tested in two stages with different loading frequencies. The

first and second stages are referred to as Quasi Static and Quasi Dynamic loading,

respectively.

The Quasi Static stage consisted of a series of loading cycles at different drift or

force levels. In order to ensure the proper functioning of the transducers and

potentiometers, an elastic Forc~ COlllro/ cycle with an amplitude of :t 90 kips was firstly

applied. The results from all instruments were checked following this initial cycle. As

the lateral force was to be provided through two actuators, it was necessary to ensure that

an equal amount of force/drift would be provided by each of them during the Drift

Colllro/ cycles in order to avoid torsion. A cycle with 0.1 ~ drift amplitude was

provided after the :t 90 kips cycle with two separate instruments Le. transducers 7E and

1W working as the controls for east and west sides ~tuators respectively. The forces in

the two actuators did not remain equal during this cycle, therefore another Forct Conrro/

cycle of i 200 kips amplitude was then applied. For the remaining part of the testing,

the control scheme shown in Fig. 5.1 was adopted. The transducer 7C controlled the

movement of the east-side actuator. Feedback from this actuator was used to control the

displacements of the west-side actuator. In this manner, equal displacements, and similar

but not identical forces, were achieved through both actuators. After the :t 200 kips force
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amplitude cycle, all the tests were controlled by drift levels which included one cycle

with % 0.25 % drift amplitude which was followed by two cycles each with :t 0.5 %,

:t 0.75 %, :t 1.0 %, t 1.5 % and :t '} II % drift amplitudes. The lateral displacements

were applied as sine wave cycles with a frequency of 0.00277 Hz (Period = 360

seconds) during this stage of loading.

The Quasi Dynamic Stage consisted of 5 and 17 loading cycles with t 3.0 % and

%4.0 % drift amplitudes respectively. The cyclic frequency was 0.0167 Hz (Period =

60 seconds) during this stage.

A constant vertical (gravity) force of 269 kips was applied at the column's top

during both stages of loadin~s. However, the actual vertical force varied during the tests

because of the vertical component of the lateral force which was about 41 % of the

actuator loads.

The records of all instruments were logged I!sing the Megadac Data Acquisition

System during lhe experiment. The data sampling rates for Quasi Static and Quasi

Dynamic Stages were I and 3 Hz respectively.

5.3 Observations During the Test

Due to the slow Quasi Static Loading rate, it was possible to closely observe the

specimen during the test for the appearance of cracks. The test was filmed through video

cameras and photographs were taken during most of the stages. Cracks at the various

drift levels were marked in different coiors in order to get a better picture of their

formation sequence as follows:

Drift Levels Color/Patlem

0.25 % and before green

0.50 % blue

0.75 % black

1.00 % red

I .50 % dashed green

2.00 % white
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Figs. 5.2 to 5.6 show the elltent of damage and cracking at different stages of

testing. A description of the visual observations during the tests IS presented below.

During the i 90 kips force amplitude cycle, only two hairline cracks were

observed in the capping beclm. One of them was at the north-western comer of the beam

column joint and it extende<l down to a few inches into the capping beam. The other

crack was observed on the western face of the capping beam near the centerline of the

column/bearing. No additional cracking was observed during the ± 0.1 % drift level

cycle.

Many new cracks appeared during the ± 200 kips force amplitude cycle. They

included a crack in the capping beam similar to the previous comer crack which extended

in length during this cycle. Some cracking occurred at the northern and southern faces

of the column, both above and at the beam-column interfaces.

No new crack was observed during the ± 0.25 % drift amplitude cycle. but sor.te

of the already preser.t cracks extended in length.

At :t 0.5 % drift amplitude, the cracks in the capping beam extended down to its

bottom in somewhat diagonal direction. There was some lengthening of the column

cracks as well. New diagonal shear cracks were also observed at the centers of the

eastern and western faces of the column. These cracks did not penetrate up to the edges

of the column at this stage. Fig. 5.2 includes the photographs of the specimen during

these initial stages of testing.

A5 it is evident from Fig. 5.3, the diagonal shear cracks became continuous on

both eastern and western faces at :t 0.75 % drift amplitude. An increase in continuity was

nouced in other previously occurred cracks also. Some penetration of the capping beam's

cracks was observed in a horizontal direction. The level at which this penetration

occurred varied from 4" to 6" below the beam-eolumn joint. The widening of the

interface's cracks at the peak levels of the cycles revealed that this penetration resulted

because of separation of the beam and column concrete at the construction joint, as those

cracks were ~nelrating vertically downwards.

Photographs during the later stages of the Quasi Static loading are presented in
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Fig. 5.4. At the ± 1.0 % drift amplitude, more cracking occurred and most of it was near

the centerline of the column. This might have taken place due to the weakening of the

section in that zone because of the diagonal cracking. At :t 1.5 % and ± 2.0 % drift

amplitudes, fresh cracks did not appear. However, the already present cracks either

WIdened or extended in length dunng these cycles. The crack at the construction joint

became contInUOUS at ± 1.5 % drift amplitude and separation of a small piece of concrete

from this location at :t 2.0 % drift amplitude exposed the joint. The two different colors

of concrete could be easily observed above and below the joint.

Although significant amount of tension and shear cracking occurred, there was

no spalling of concrete due to high compression strains during the Quasi Static stage of

loading. The only wide cracks which appeared, were at the beam-column interfaces at

the peak levels of the loading cycles.

Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 respectively include photographs of the specimen taken during

and after the Quasi Dynamic stage of loading. The concrete staned spalling during the

± 3.0 % drift amplitude cycles. However, it was only observed at the nonhern face of

the column at this level. i.e. the face which was under tension in case of positive loading.

The potentiometers which were mounted at this face detached and fell down during the

loading cycles. At the southern face, a wide crack appeared near the top of the column

as a result of extension of an existing diagonal crack. The reinforcing bars were exposed

at the northern face and some plastitication was observed in them during these cycles.

The exposed hoops started opening and the thin tie wires which joined their ends were

seen broken at this stage of loading. Most of the concrete spalling took place from the

region between the two intersecting diagonal creiCks. After the :t 3.0 % drift level cycles,

all the instruments except the controlling transducer were taken off the specimen.

At the :t: 4.0 % drift amplitude, the specimen became increasingly damaged as the

cycling progressed. The spalling of concrete at the southern face began in the first cycle

at this level. The exposed stirrups opened out completely. the concrete at the base of the

column was damaged entirely and significant shortening of the column was also observed
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along with buckling of longitudinal reinforcing bars. The vertical load of 269 kips was

sustained by the column up to the end of the testing. The column remained plastic

throughout this loading phase and all the reinforcing bars remained intact. Although the

column concrete adjacent to the joint was crushed entirely during this test, yet there was

no significant damage in the capping beam .

.5.4 Data Analys~

Forces and Total DispliJcements/Drifts: The force and displacement data was retrieved

directly during the test through the actuators' load cells and the sonic transducers

respectively. The drifts were calculate<! from the displacements using the method

described in the previous section.

Strains: The strains were calculate<! by the relation,

A,
f:, ~ - (5-1)

L'i
in which = level of the gauge length, L

li
= gauge length and 4 i = displacement

from the potentiometer data.

The first gauge length was taken as 6.25· which included the depth of the

construction joint which was 4.25· below the column base.

Curvtlluns tm4 Roltllions: The rotations over a given gauge length are calculated as:

lit =~ (~-2)
, L"

and the curvatures are calculated as:

., = ~ =~ (~-3)
L, L,!--,i

in which litH =algebraic difference of the potentiometer readings, and LtH = center to

center distance between the potentiometer pairs.

The plastic hinge rotation was taken as the sum of the rotations of the first four
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gauge lengths as most of the plastification took place in that region, that is,

(5-4)

flexural and Shear DisplJJcemenls: The flellural and shear components of the

displacements were calculated by the method ellplained in Subsection 3.4.

Energy Absorption: The hysteretic energy absorbed by the pier was determined through

Eq. 3-7.

5.5 Experimental Results

As the potentiometer data was not available for the Quasi Dynamic Stage of

testing, the synthesis of the total displacements into flexural and shear displacements and

evaluation of strains, rotations and curvatures was possible only for the Quasi Static

Stage.

5.5.1 Forces and Total Displacements

Hysteretic Performance: The Lateral force versus Column drift relationships of the pier

for both Quasi Static and Quasi Dynamic loadings are shown in Fig. 5.7. In the Quasi

Static Stage, all the tests before the ± 0.5 % drift amplitude cycle are referred to as the

initial tests.

The pier behaved elastically during the i 90 kip force amplitude, and i 0.1 %

drift level loading cycles. During the second half of the i 200 kip force amplitude cycle,

the pier started entering the plastic range. The actuator force versus drift curve for i 0.25

% drift amplitude <:ycle was almost linear in nature. But, it also revealed that some

damage had been done to the specimen in the preceding cycle, as a smaller force was

used to attain a higher drift under the negative loading. The plastification continued to

increase in the cycles at higher drift levels which followed.

On the whole, the pier behaved in a ductile fashion and the Force versus Drift
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curves show good energy dissipation characteristics. No fracture of the reinforcing bars

was observed but their plastic b<1ckling deformations were obvious once the concrete

cover had spalled off.

flexural and Shear Displacements: The Force versus Drift curves for total, flexural

and shear components of the drifts are shown in Fig. 5.8. It should be noted that these

graphs are respectively based on direct measurement, Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.7. It may be

interesting to note that the hysteresis loops for the flexural component of the drift are

more elliptic in nature, while sharp pinching of the curves for the shear component

occurred with each change in direction of the force. The variation of the peak values of

the total and synthesized, flexural and shear displacements along the column height is

shown in Fig. 5.9. It was noticed that the peak shear displacements were more than the

flexural displacements under the negative (heavier axial load) loading, but smaller in case

of the positive loading. Figs. 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 show the variation of flexural and

shear displacements at peak drif.. levels, as percent of the total displacements, with

loading cycles, drift levels and the cumulative drift respectively. The percentage of the

shear displacement was high during the initial test, then became smaller, and increased

once again.

5.5.2 Curvatures and Strains

The rotations, strain~ and curvatures were evaluated for the Quasi Static Stage

with Force versus the Plastic Hinge Rotation relationship presented in Fig. 5.10. It is

evident from the figure that the flexural rotations under the positive loading are larger

when compared to those under the negative loading. Again, this difference is attributed

to the different relative magnitudes of flexural and shear displacements under forward

and reverse loadings.

The Force versus Curvature relationships for all the gauge lengths are presented

in Fig. 5.12. The curvatures at the second and third gauge lengths locations were very

small as compared with the ones at the fourth and fifth gauge lengths. Fig. 5.11 shows

the variation of peak curvatures along the column height as well as the pattern of
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cracking on the column. It is evident from this figure that almost no cracking took place

in the second and third gauge lengths. As most of the cracking occurred in the fourth and

fifth gauge lengths, the evaluated curvatures were larger in those wnes.

The strain profiles at the bottom gauge lengths under both positive and negative

loadings are shown in Fig. 5.13.

5.5.3 Strencth Dqradation and EllereY Absorption

The degradation in strength of the pier in each loading cycle can be seen in Fig.

5.17. In Fig. 5.18, the peak forces are plotted versus cumulative peak drifts provided

during the test. It is evident from the figures that the degradation in strength during the

Quasi Static Stage was quite small as compared to the Quasi Dynamic Stage. Almost no

degradation was observed during the first stage under the positive loadings. It increased

WIth the drift amplitudes until the specimen was severely damaged under the :t 4.0 ~

drift amplitude loading cycles. Evidently, there was little degradation of the pier strength

between the successive cycles near the end of the testing. The jump in the force

magnitude In the hysteretic loop was due to the obstruction to displacement because of

broken pieces of concrete, and not because of an increased strength.

The peak forces for the negative loads remained more than those for the positive

loadings throughout the Quasi Static Stage. As it is evident from the photographs in Fig.

5.5, there was little damage in the concrete at the column's southern face during the

± 3.0 % drift amplitude loading. Therefore concrete provided enough resistance in

compression at this face until it became severely damaged during the first cycle at the

±4.0 % drift amplitude loading when the peak force for the negative loading became

larger once again, although this was for only one cycle. The difference between the

shapes of the degradation curves for the negative and positive loadings as shown in Fig.

S. 17 is an interesting feature to nOCC.

The energy absorption plotted against the loading cycle is shown in Fig. 5.19.

From this graph, it can be seen that the maximum energy was absorbed during the fint

± 3.0 % drift amplitude cycle when crushing of the cover concrete occurred. It can also
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be noted that the absorption became constant near the end of testing, when all the

concrete at the column's base was damaged and the energy was mostly absorbed by

reinforcing bar slippage. This is also evident in Fig. 5.20 where cumulative energy is

plotted against cumulative drift.

5.6 Summary

1. The experimental technique permitted the decomposition of total force

displacement response into flexural and shear components. The shear component

contributed 40 to 70 percent of the overall displacement, the higher value being

for when the larger axial load was present.

2. Significant strength degradation under repeated cyclic loading took place when the

drift limit exceeded 2 percent.

3. After 9 cycles at the 4 percent drift level, a constant lateral resistance was

encountered and a constant energy absorption OCCUlTed after the 4th cycle. This

was observed to be due to frictional slippage resistance of the column reinforcing

bar anchorages in the capping beam.

4. The st.rength degradation was more abrupt under the negative (heavier axial load)

loading as compared to the positive (lighter axial load) loading.
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SECTION 6

STRENGTH AND DEFORMATION ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction

In this section, a theoretical analysis for strength prediction and deformation

behavior is presented for both the model pier and the prototype column to cap specimen.

A comparison is made between code based formulations and the experimental results.

Finally, a seismic vulnerability analysis of such bridge piers is presented.

6.2 Flexural Strenath and neronnation

6.2.1 Model Pier Strengtb

The ultimate flexural strength of the pier was found by carrying out a plastic

analysis of the bent with hinges forming in the columns as shown in Fig. 6.la.

Employing the virtual work method of plastic analysis,

M I + M :l + M~ + MMF = , , c:.. ~ (6-1)
, L

e

in which 1.1'1 to M,4 are the plastic hinge moment capacities shown in Fig. 6.1 andLe

is the clear height of the column. The plastic moment capacity at each hinge location was

found from the column interaction diagram shown in Fig. 6.lb. The calculations were

based on the usual ACI 318 assumptions, namely; an ultimate compression strain

E~ '" 0.003, an average concrete stress across the stress block of 0.85t with a depth

of a = Pl c where c is the neutral axis depth and

PI = 0.8S - 0.05 ("" ;:) (6-2)

and employing the measured material properties described in Section 2.4. Note that no

capacity reduction factor was used in the analysis (i.~ • -1.0). At locations I and 4

the column cross-section is II "xli" while at locations 2 and 3 it is 9"x9". Determination
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of F in Eq. 6-1 is of an iterative nature as M, is a function of axial load. TIle changes

in the axial load are found by determining the overturning reactions (T and C) by taking

moments about the base:

T " C " F,xLc - M. - M4 (6-3)
L,

These overturning reactions are added (C) or subtracted (T) from the gravity

reactions and the moment capacity at each hinge is found by iteratively solving Eqs. 6-1

and 6-3.

6.2.2 The Prototype Column to Cap Specimen Stre"""

The total actuator force F, is used to determine the horizontal and vertical

components of force that affect the flexural and shear strength capacities and are given

by:

(6-4 a)

(6-4 b)

in which FII = the horizontal force component and is equal to the column shear force

Y, and F., = the vertical force component that adds to the column axial load. In Eq. 6-4

the 24° angle is the inclination above the horizontal of the 250 kip aetuaton. The applied

axial load at the top of the column was 269 kip and when combined with the column's

self weight gives a constant vertical load of 275 kip. Thus, the total vertical load is given

by:

P - 275 - FlIiD24· • 275 - 0.«)7F (6-5)

where, P = compression positive, and reverse loading (negative F) will increase the

axial compression in the column. The maximum column bending moment is given by

],I - 53FCOI24° • 43.4F (ill-kips) (6-6)

Thus, the jack loads (in kips) in terms of nominal moment capacity and ultimate shear
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are:

F. = 0.0207 M.

F. = 1.09S V.

(6-7)

(6-8)

The cracking, yield and nominal ultimate flexural strengths of the pier are

presented in Table 6. I for positive (forward) and negative (reversed) loading and the

corresponding axial load vs moment interaction diagram is presented in Fig. 6.2.

In the analysis of the cracking strength, a concrete tensile strength of 7.S Ii: was

adopted. The yield forces were determined using straight line elastic theory, with no

tension capacity of concrete contributing to the strength.

TABLE 6.1: Prototype Column Flexural Strenph Capacities

Neptive Positive

Loadina Loadina

Crackina Force (kips) -172 IS5

Yield Force (kips) -202 161

Nominal Ultimate Jackina Force (kips) -256 197

Nominal Moment Capacity (ft-kips) -1034 794

Ax.ILoadatN~IUhimate (kips) 380 194

6.2.3 Uhimate Flexural Curvature and Dwplacement Ductility

The ultimate curvature and displacement were calculated using a plastic hinge

concept. The equivalent plastic hinge length L, was calculated by the relation suggested

by Priestley and Park (1987):

(6-9)

where L = length of the column from base to the point of contraflexure and d. =
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diameter of the main longitudinal reinforcing bars.

The nominal yield curvature ., is given by:

(6-10)

where M,. = nominal ultimate moment, M, = moment at first yield of the tension steel

with .; = corresponding curvature given by:

I_~
t, - d - kd

(6-11)

in which, kd = the neutral axis depth at first yield from the extreme compression fiber

and E, = yield strain of the tension reinforcement.

The ultimate curvature is calculated as:

t. c
(6-12)

where c = the neutral axis depth at the nominal ultimate moment, and Eao = ultimate

compression strain taken herein as 0.008 which is roughly equal to the spalling strain.

Finally, the ultimate flexural drift is calculated by the relation:

(6-13)

where 8, = the drift at yield. Herein 8, was taken as the experimentally observed value.

The ultimate ductilities for curvature II. and displacement (drift) II. respectively, are

given by the following relationships:

(6-14)

(6-15)

The results of the above calculations for the four hinge locations of the model pier and

the prototype column to cap specimen are presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.



TABLE 6.2: Detennination of tbe lbeoretiall Ultimate Drift Anale for tbe
Model Pier

Quantity DiDee 1 Dinae 2 Din&e3 Hinge 4

My (in-kip) 227 176 214 272

M. (in-kip) 267 213 264 332

L (inches) 12.22 9.78 9.75 12.25

L" (inches) 2.33 2.13 2.13 2.33

k 0.206 0.240 0.274 0.234

41' (rad/in) 0.000266 0.000342 0.000359 0.000276
y

41y
(rad/in) 0.000313 0.000415 0.000443 0.000337

41. (rad/in) 0.011299 0.010256 0.006612 0.008122

9, (percent) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

9. (percent) 2.56 2.12 1.42 1.89

Iol. 36 25 15 24

lolA 11 9 6 8
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TABLE 6.3: Detennination of tbe Theoretical Uhimate Drift ADlle for tbe

Prototype

Quantity Positive Neptive

Loadin& Loadin&

M., (in-kip) 7798 9793

M. (in-kip) 9526 12410

L" (inches) 9.49 9.49

Ie 0.258 0.295

+~
(rad/in) OO55סס.0 OO58סס.0

+., (rad/in) 0.000067 OO74סס.0

+. (rad/in) 0.0021 0.0027

8., (percent) 0.15 0.15

6. (percent) 1.91 2.42

11. 31 36

11"
13 16

6.2.4 ExperlmentaUy Obsened Equivalent Plastic Hin&e Leqtb

Using the data obtained from the experiment, it is possible to evaluate the

observed equivalent plastic hinge length at different drift levels. Eq. 6-13 can also be

written as:

IJ. -IJ. L
6 o=.:..!....--l ;0 L (+ -. \ (1 - 0.5 ~), L p. r L

e

(6-16)

where 8" = plastic hinge rotation (and drift) and (t. - • .,> = ., = plastic curvature.
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From this the ratio of plastic hinge length to the column height is calculated by:

L ~8.=l=I- 1-~

L .,L

The results of this analysis are discussed below:

(6-17)

(a) Model Pier

The results of the experimentally observed plastic hinge lengths for the four hinge

locations in the model pier are presented in Table 6.4. Yield drift for the model was

found to be 0.25% from the experiment. As only one column was instrumented during

the test. therefore calculations for hinges 1&.2 (lighter column) and hinges 3 &. 4

(heavier column) are performed corresponding to the Reverse and Forward loading cycle

data respectively, a5'iuming that the behavior of the model is symmetric in both

directions.

(b) Prototype

The curvature and drift at yield were found to be OO85סס.0 and 0.0015

respectively, through the experimental results. Equivalent plastic hinge lengths at

increasing drift amplitudes are given in Table 6.5.

It is evident from the results that the experimer.~ly observed equivalent plastic

hinge lengths incmlSC with increasing drift amplitude, and are larger for the greater axial

load under negative loading. It should also be noted that the pier experienced its peak

force levels under 1.5 % and 3.0 % drift amplitudes for negative and positive loadings

respectively. It therefore appears that an equivalent plastic hinge length of7.5· could be

taken for both the forward and reverse direction. It is of interest to note that this is 20

percent lower than the theoretical value of 9.49- given by Eq. 6-13. The difference

between the theoretical and observed values appears to be due to the tapered nature of

the column.
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TABLE 6.4: ExperimentAl Observed Plastic Hinge Leflllhs for the Model

Hinge # Drift ~, 8, L,IL L •,
0.50% 0.002227 0.002159 0.083 1.0

0.75% 0.003407 0.004168 0.106 1.3

I
1.00% 0.004137 0.005714 0.122 1.5

1.50% 0.004977 0.007209 0.127 1.5

2.00% 0.006407 0.0083n 0.113 1.4

0.50% 0.000788 0.002159 0.336 3.3

0.75% 0.001451 0.004168 0.358 3.5

2
1.00% 0.001884 0.005714 0.384 3.8

1.50% 0.002035 0.007209 0.475 4.6

2.00% 0.002445 0.008377 0.453 4.4

0.50% 0.000867 0.001450 0.190 1.8

0.75% 0.001897 0.003726 0.227 2.2

3
1.00% 0.002897 0.005302 0.210 2.0

1.50% 0.004927 0.009347 0.218 2.1

2.00% 0.005747 0.013811 0.288 2.8

0.50% 0.001659 0.001450 0.074 0.9

0.75% 0.002912 0.003726 0.110 1.4

4
1.00% 0.003979 0.005302 0.115 1.4

1.50% 0.006565 0.009347 0.123 1.5

2.00% 0.009170 0.013811 0.131 1.6

• According to Eq. 6-9, L, = 2.33,2.13,2.13 and 2.33- for hinges I to 4 respectively.
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TABLE 6.S: Experimental Observed Equivalent Plastic Hinae Leflllhs for tbe

Prototype

Drift Level +, 6, L,I L L •,
0.50 % 0.000615 0.0014 0.044 2.3

0.75 % 0.000915 0.0030 0.064 3.4

1.00 % 0.001245 0.0043 0.067 3.6

1.50 % 0.001625 0.0073 0.089 4.7

2.00 % 0.002095 0.0102 0.097 5.1

-0.50 % 0.000235 0.0001 0.008 0.4

-0.75 % 0.000345 0.0013 0.074 3.9

-1.00 % 0.000445 0.0023 0.103 5.4

-1.50 % 0.000665 0.0046 0.140 7.4

-2.00 % 0.000815 0.0057 0.142 7.5

• According to Eq. 6-9, L, = 9.49-.

6.3 Shear Strenph Detemlination

6.3.1 Code Compamon

One of the principal focuses of this study was to examine the shear strength

capacity predicted using various different code and rational methods. Generally, codes

determine the nominal shear strength of reinforced concrete columns by combining the

shear carried by concrete V, and the transverse reinforcement ~ as follows:

(6-18)

where the stee"l contribution is given by:

dY. = A.. f,,-cot6 (6-19)
s

in which, A", = area of transverse reinforcement, I" = yield stress of transverse
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reinforcement, d = effective depth, S = center to center spacing of transverse hoops and6

is the orientation of the shear cracks, normally taken as 45°.

The equations for the shear strength provided by the concrete have been revised

from time to time based on recent research in this regard, in order to relax the

conservatism. As a realistic evaluation of the strength was sought, four different

approaches were adopted for comparison and are described below.

ACI 318-3' / AASHTO (1'89)

The ACI 318-89 concrete design code and the AASHTO (1989) bridge design

code both require that the shear carried by concrete shall not exceed a basic shear force

(6-20)

unless a more rigorous analysis is used as described below. In ~. 6-20, b
ll1

= width of

column and d = effective depth of the section and 1/ is in psi units.

For column members subjected to axial compression,

Y = 2(1 + N. ) r;; b d
c: 2000A VJc w,

(6-21)

where, N. = axial load on column, A, = gross cross-sectional area of column, and bw

= column width. A more detailed analysIs can be obtained from the following

relationship,

(6-22)

where, V. dIM. ~ 1, P.., = volumetric longitudinal steel ratio, V. = ~ear force at

the section, and M. = bending moment at the section. Eq. 6-22 can be used for

members subjected to axial compression with",. - M. - N. (4h - 4)/8 substituted forM.

and V. dIM. not limited to 1.0.
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However, in any case Vc should not exceed,

(6-23)

In this study the initial and final shear strengths are taken as Va and V<f where

VCI = Vc given by the appropriate value in Eqs. 6-20 to 6-23, and V<f = O. The latter

is for plastic hinge wnes in accordance with ACI 318 seismic provisions when

N. < o.osiA,.

NZS 3101 (1982)[ ACI-ASCE Committee 426 (1279)

The New Zealand concrete code NZS 3101 (1982) has adopted the ACI-ASCE

Committee 426 (1979) recommendations where the concrete contribution outside the

plastic hinge wne is given as:

where, P = axial load on the column, vII is the basic shear stress given by

v. = (0.8S + 120 Pw).fi! s 2.411:

In the plastic hinge wne, the concrete shear strength can be taken as

y. • 4v.~ ; b.d
/~ A,

(6-24)

(6-25)

(6-26)

In this study, Eqs. 6-24 and 6-26 were adopted for the evaluation of Va and Vtf

respectively. It should be noted that Eq. 6-26 is normally used only if P ~ 0.1//A,.

CAlSHJ,3-MM
Canadian National Standard (1984) for design of strJCtures is based on the
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(6-27)

Compression Field Theory which is referred to in that code as the -General Method-.

It gives the following relation for the evaluation of shear resistance:

d..
V = A..I, - cote, ., s

where d.. = effective shear depth and e = crack inclination to the longitudinal axis and

taken greater than or equal to 15° for non-seismic design and 300 for the seismic design.

The diagonal compressive stress f2 is to be checked to ensure that web ~rushing does not

take place , where

(6-28)

where b.. = minimum effective width within depth d.. and,

(6-29)

in which Cl is taken as 0.8 and 1.0 respectively, for the seismic and non-seismic design.

The principal tensile strain E. is given by,

(6-30)

where EM is the longitudinal strain at the ~nter of the web. In lieu of a more exact

analysis where EM is determined from curvatures, the code recommends that 0.004 and

0.002 be used for EM in seismic and non-seismic conditions respectively.

In this study the values of the stress 11 were found to be much tess than I... for

both seismic and non-seismic conditions which means that the shear strength is governed

by the yielding of transverse reinforcement and resistance is given by EQ. 6-27 withe

set to 15° and 300 for ~ and "I respectively.
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Alii. PriestleY and Paulay (J989l

Ang et at (1989) tested a number of confined circular bridge pier models and

modelled the shear resistance mechanism as dependent on the displacement ductility. The

initial concrete shear strength is given by

(6-31)

2
where, a: = -- ~ 1 .

MIVD

The initial value of the concrete shear strength is applicable up to a displacement

ductility of 2. Concrete is assumed to posse~s a final shear strength V, at the ultimate

ductility. The strength degradation from Y; to Jj is assumed to be linear and:

where,

(6-32)

(6-33)

and II.... is given by Eq. 6.19. p. = volumetric transverse rdnforcement ratio and the

crack inclination to the longitudinal axis e is given by,

(6-34)

where t = p.f,. and v < 1 is a factor for reduced strength of the diagonal
vi

compression strut.

6.3.1 Delradation of Sbear Stren&tb

It is well recognized that the concrete contribution to shear resistance degrades

with cyclic loading and/or increasing ductility amplitude. ATe 6-2 (1983) suggests a
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shear degradation relationship based on an initial capacity Vel which can be sustained

until a ductility factor of ~ = 2. The shear strength degrades linearly to the final shear

capacity V<f at a ductility factor of ~ = S for an M I VD aspect ratio of 2. This effect

is shown in Fig. 6.3. For the model pier, the yielding occurred at a drift amplitude of

0.25 % which means that Vei is the shear strength up to a drift amplitude of 0.5 % and Vif

after 1.25 %. For the prototype column, the experimentally obtained drift at yield is

0.15 %, which gives initial and final shear capacities ending and commencing at drift

amplitudes of 0.3 % and 0.75 % respectively.

6.3.3 Application of Code Formulations to tbe present studies

The results of the code equations discussed in 6.3.1 are respectively presented in

Tables 6.6 and 6.7 for the model pier and the prototype. The strength degradation of the

pier along with the theoretical failure envelopes are presented h Fig. 6.4 for the pier

model and in Fig. 6.5 for the prototrpe beam-column joint. The degradation patterns for

ACI 318-89 and NZS 3101 shear strengths were derived as suggested by ATC (1983).

None of the code based methods indicate the measure of ductility observed in the

experiments. In fact, .n all the cases, according to ATC 6-2 (1983) guidelines, the pier

would he defined as shear brittle with no ductility capacity since the initial shear strength

is predicted to be less than the nominal flexural mength (Vj < VII)' Only the method by

Ang, Priestley and Paulay (1989) shows that the model and prolOtype are capable of

sustaining some inelastic response. According to the ATe 6-2 evaluation procedures, the

ductility capacity of a structural element whose final shear capacity is l~.. than the

flexural overstrength (~< V. (d) = 1.3 VII) but initial shear capacity greater thc..... the

flexural overstrength (V, > 1.3 V.) as shown in Fig. 6.3, is given by

[
LeI V,(c) - V.(d)

~ = 2 + O.7S - ......:...-----=-
be Vj(c) - Vt<c)

(6-35)

in which bl: = width of column in the direction of shear (see subsection 6.6 for details).
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Table 6.6: Code based Shear Strenatb for Model PIer

Approd Eq. No. Ve VI V. F. ·2V. .........
(kipI) <.) (IQpI) (kipI)

6-20 12.4 2.4 14.8 29.6 Basic
ACI 318-89

6-21 IS.6 2.4 18.0 36.0 Approlt.

6-22 14.0 2.4 16.4 32.7 Buet

NZS 3101 (1982) 6-24 9.9 2.4 12.3 24.6 Initial

6-26 7.S 2.4 9.9 19.8 PiDaI

CAN3-A23.3 (1988) 6-27 - 7.8 7.8 IS.6 Initial

6-27 - 3.6 3.6 7.2 PiDaI

AnI et a1 (1988) 6-31 29.8 2.3 32.1 64.2 Initial

6-32 1.3 4.8 6.1 12.2 PiDaI
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TABLE 6.7: Code based Shear Strengtb for tbe Prototype

(a) Negative Loading

Approach Eq.No. Yc V. Y F ~. I.09S V Remarks
• • •

(kips) (kips) (kips) (kips)

6-20 204 23 227 229 Basic

AC1318-89 6-21 236 23 259 284 Appro•.

6-22 196 23 21' 241 EltlCt

NZS 3101 (1982) 6-24 103 23 126 138 Initial

6-26 75 23 98 108 Fmal

CAN3-A23.3 (1988) 6-27 - 86 86 94 Initial

6-27 40 40 44 Final

Ana et .1 (1988) 6-31 693 23 716 784 Initial

6-32 12 46 58 63 Fmal

(b) Positive Loading

Approach Eq.No. Yc V, V. F• .. I.09S Y. Rmaarks

(kips) (kips) (kips) (kips)

6-20 204 23 209 229 Basic

AC1318-89 6-21 218 23 241 265 Appro•.

6-22 196 23 219 240 Exar.-t

NZS 3101 (1982) 6-24 100 23 123 135 dlitial

6-26 53 23 76 83 Fmal

CAN3-A23.3 (1988) 6-27 - 86 86 94 Initial

6-27 - 40 40 44 Fmal

AnI! et al (1988) 6-31 657 23 680 745 Initial

6-32 12 46 58 63 Final
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This gives ductility capacities of 11 = 4 and 11 =. 15 translating into ultimate drift

angles of 9" = 1.0% and 9" = 2.25% for the model and prototype specimens,

respectively.

The above result, using the recommendations of Ang et al and ATe 6-2 still fall

well short of the observed flexural-shear ductility capacity. Based on the flexural capacity

alone, the experimentally observed ultimate drift was 9" = 3% for both model and the

prototype.

One po!isible explanation for this discrepancy is due to the fact that Ang et at

(1989) tested their specimens at~ completely reversed cycles of loading at drift angles

of approximately :0.75%, : 1.5%, %2.0%, %3.0%, %4.0% ..... until the failure

occurred. (Each of the shear-critical specimens studied by Ang et al had a yield drift of

approximately 1.0%). In the present study however, only~ cycles of loading were

applied at drift amplitudes of %0.25%, %0.5%, *0.75%, %1.0%, :I: 1.5% and :1:2.0%,

and five cycles at * 3.0% and about 7 cycles at :I: 4.0% at which time the residual

capacity (defined in the next subsection) was obtained.

6.4 Proposed Strenath Deterioration Model ,

From the results it is evident that the failure of the specimen is difficult to define

and (or) predict experimentally. This makes analytical predictions even more difficult.

Even when the testing was terminated the specimen was still performing its primary

function -- supportmg the tributary gravity load! In light of this result and in keeping

with the ATe 6-2 1 idealization for flexural-shear interaction shown in Fig. 6.3, it is

proposed to define a three step strength deterioration model based on (I) an initial shear

capacity, (II) a residual strength, and (III) a cumulative drift capacity based on the energy

absorption due to repetitive cyclic loading. Each of these steps in the analysis are

described below:

(I) Initial Strenatb Capadty

The initial capacity should be taken as the more critical of the nominal flexural
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strength or the theoretical shear strength. A rational assessment of the initial shear

capacity can be made using the Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT). In this

study the program RESPONSE (details to be found in Collins and MitchelJ 11) was used

to apply the MCFf for the determination of the ultimate post-cracking shear capacity.

(10 Fmal Strenath

The final (residual) strength exists after either: (a) the concrete resistance capacity

is destroyed due to damage resulting from repetitive cyclic loading; or (b) the

longitudinal bars fracture due to low cycle fatigue. FolJowing the final stage the member

does not fail, but rather a change in behavior state takes place where the column either

slides or rocks on ifs foundation as shown in Fig. 6.6.

The final/residual capacity is defined as lesser of: (a) the column rocking lateral

strength shown in Fig. 6.6, or (b) the sliding shear capacity of the section, such that

F, '" min tFndIlw' F.... t (6-36)

in which

FndIlw .. WjdlL~ (6-37)

(6-38)F "'IiW,'"
where W = tributary gravity weight, L~ = clear height of the column, and jd = the

internal lever arm taken as the lesser of

jd '" (d -d/)

jd '" II - II

(6-39a)

(6-39b)

where 11 = column width and II -= P/(O.2J:b) ... the residual stress block depth. In Eq.

6-38, Ii = the coefficient of sliding friction. A dependable value of Ii ... 0.7 may be

assumed according to Paulay and Priestley (1992). For the specimens in the present study

Eq. 6-37 is critical giving F, = 14 and 75 kips respectively, for the model and the

prototype. This difference is attributed to the continued crushing of concrete in the hinge

zones which continued to reduce the internal moment arm Ud) progressively. Bul still
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the flexural strength ratios are relatively high which indicate that despite such elltensive

damage the specimens are capable of withstanding reasonably large lateral loads and

sustain their tributary gravity loads without complete collapse.

(lin Concrde DamaCe Analysis for Determination of Drift Capacity

In what follows is a damage analysis, developed from first principles for

unconfined concrete beam-columns which is used to determine drift and history

dependant moment capacities. An energy approach is used, similar to that adopted by

Mander, Priestley and Park (1988), to assess the cyclic capacity (cumulative drift) of

concrete. The external work done (EWD) on the compressed concrete is equal to the

internal work or energy absorption capacity (fWD) of the entire concrete section, thus by

virtual work

EWD = fWD

(6-40)

in which +, = the plastic curvature applied to the section, C • depth of the concrete

stress block from the extreme compression fiber to the neutral allis, C~ • compression

force carried by the concrete, and 2N~ '" the number of reversals to failure, N~ being

-.
the number of completely reversed cycles. The integral J~d. is the area beneath the

o

entire concrete stress-strain curve which is equal to the total energy absorption capacity

of the plain concrete. In lieu of a more precise analysis, this may be taken as O.OO8,t.

Rearranging Eq. 6-40 gives

0.008

(6-41)

The plastic rotation may be determined from an equivalent plastic hinge length given by
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8, = .,L, = (.,h)(L,lh) (6-42)

where L, = the equivalent plastic hinge length may be determined from the relationship

suggested by Paulay and Priestley (1992):

L, = O.OSL + 0.022/.,d" (6-43)

where L = column length (MI V), f., = yield stress of the longitudinal steel (MPa) and

d" = diameter of the longitudinal bars. Hence from Eq. 6-41 it may be assumed that

the kJ,l.mulatjve plastjc drift capacity is given by

(6-44)

Note that the cumulative plastic drift is defined as the sum of all the positive and negative

plastic drift amplitudes to a given stage of testing. Thus five cycles at the j; 3 percent

drift amplitude contribute a cumulative plastic drift amplitude of O.OO2S radians

[(O.03-0.002S)xSx2, where O.OO2S is the yield drift].

The damage to the concrete for one cycle is thus given by

D = 28"
d t 8,(c)

(6-45)

where 8,. is the plastic rotation for the itll half-eycle.

Assuming the level of damage is proportional to the loss in moment capacity

which is contributed by the concrete, then at the end of the itll cycle, the modified ideal

capacity M j can be evaluated through

(6-46)

in which E Dei = accumulated damage, E 8, = current cumulative plastic drift, AI. =
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nominal moment capacity, and M~ is the moment generated by the eccentric concrete

stress block which may be computed by

(6-47)

where It = total section depth.

The concrete compression force Cc can be determined in terms of the familiar

stress block parameters, such that

(6-48)

in which CI = average concrete stress ratio, ~ = depth ratio of the concrete stressed

in compression, C = stress block depth, and b = section width. Eq. 6-48 can be

normalized for use in Eq. 6-40 such that

(6-49)

where A, = bh.. gross section area.

The stress block depth ratio (clh) in Eq. 6-49 can be found from force

equilibrium on the column section that requires

(6-50)

(6-51)

where P, • the applied axial load, and C, and T. are the forces provided by the

longitudinal compression and tension reinforcement, respectively. Assuming that the

total area of longitudinal reinforcement (A.) is equally distributed in each of the four

faces of a rectangular column (O.~A. each side), and that under large curvatures aU

steel is yielding, then by proponion it can be shown that

P = C - O.S A I ( 1 - 2 cIII)
• e ~, 1-2d'lli

where d' is the depth from an outer face to the centroid of the adjacent steel layer.
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Solving Eqs. 6-49 and 6-51 for the stress block depth ratio gives

+ (0.' p,t.,IJ:]
(*) . ->....l_,A...£L-_1_-_

2
_
d_'IIt_

[
CI P + p,ltlc 1

1 -2d'llt

(6-52)

where P, '"' volumetric ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement (A.,IA
6

). Here stress

block parameters appropriate for large curvatures should be used. Thus it may be

assumed that • & 0.66 and P = 1.3 - O·07t but 0.75 $ P $ 1.00.

In summary, the damage analysis proceeds as follows:

l. Determine the neutral axis depth ratio ella using Sq. 6-52.

2. Determine the concrete compression force ratio CilA, using Eq. 6-49.

3. Determine the equivalent plastic hinge ratio L,JII using Eq. 6-43.

4. Determine the cumulative plastic drift capacity E 8,(c) using Eq. 6-44.

5. Using Eq. 6-47, determine the proportion of the moment capacity that is

contributed by the eccentric concrete stress block, MJM•.

6. Finally, by applying the damage model Eq. 6-4~, and the model for strength

degradation Eq. 6-46, the· modified theoretical strength capacity may be

determined as a function of the actual (experimental) cumulative plastic drift

history.

This simple energy consumption theory will now be applied to the model bridge

pier. To simplify the analysis an average column size of 10")( to" is assumed, thus

P, • o.o36IcA" cill. 0.11, Cc " O.066J:A, and L,/II. 0.36, therefore

E 8,(c) '"' 0.80 rtMlJmt.y. Table 6-8 presents a tabulation of the clamage analysis.

Experimental drifts for the model and prototype at nominal yield of 0.25 and 0.15

percent respectively, have been assumed when calculating the plastic rotations. It will be

noted that Table 6-8 also lists the relative Stm'lgth ratio
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TABLE 6.8: Concrete I>amaae Analys~

<a) Pier Model

Drift Experimental Plastic Cum. Plastic Damage
Amplitude Cumulative Rotation Drift Index

in Test Cycles Drift 8~ (radian: E8". EDd Mj/M.
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0.5% 2 0.03* 0.0025 0.010 0.01 0.99

0.75% 2 0.06 0.0050 0.030 0.04 0.97

1.00% 2 0.10 0.0075 0.060 0.08 0.95

1.50% 2 0.16 0.0125 0.110 0.14 0.91

2.00% 2 0.24 0.0175 0.180 0.22 0.85

3.00% 5 0.54 0.0275 0.454 0.57 0.62

4.00% 4.6" 0.90 0.0375 0.772 1.00 0.34

(b) Prototype

Drift Experimental Plastic Cum. Plastic Damage
Amplitude Cumulative Rotation Drift Index

in Test Cycles Drift 8~ (radian: E 6". EDd MlM.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

0.5% 2 0.03* 0.0035 0.018 0.02 0.99

0.75% 2 0.06 0.0060 0.042 0.04 0.97

1.00% 2 0.10 0.0085 0.076 0.08 0.94

1.50% 2 0.16 0.0135 0.130 0.14 0.90

2.00% 2 0.24 0.0185 0.205 0.22 0.85

3.00% 5 0.54 0.0285 0.489 0.52 0.64

4.00% 6** 1.02 0.0385 0.951 1.00 0.30

* Includes the effect of previous elastic cycles

** ~Number of cycles chosen to give L. Da • 1.
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at the end of each drift amplitude. These modified theoretical strength capacities are

plotted in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 for the model and prototype respectively. II is evident that

this energy-based method (If analysis provides a more reliable and rational assessment of

the strength envelop due to cyclic loading of a poorly detailed reinforced concrete column

member.

6.5 Comparbon or Prototype and Model Tests

When comparing the model pier and the prototype specimen behavior, it should

be noted that the material strengths were slightly different: ie. fc' = 5,050 psi and 7,400

psi, and fy = 65,000 psi and 39,500 psi in the model and prototype, respectively.

However, by normalizing the prototype and model behavior with respect to the nominal

strength of a plastic flexural mechanism, a direct comparison can be made between the

two as shown in Fig. 6.9(a). The force inclination on the pier during laboratory test

resulted in different forward and reverse strengths. This difference was overcome by

taking the averages of (absolute) normalized forces for positive and negative halves of

the cycles. For this reason, only half loops are shown in the comparison.

In Fig. 6.9(b) the normalized cumulative energy absorption versus cumulative

plastic drift relationships for the model and the prototype are presented. The cumulative

energy was normalized by dividing E (given by Eq. 3-7) by 2 F."~ where F. = the

nominal ultimate strength (in kips) of the specimen, and It~ = the effective height of the

column which is equal to the clear column height (2r) for the model and the moment

arm (53-) for the prototype cap to column specimen. The energy absorbed by an E1asta-

Perfectly Plastic (EPP) material is E." = 4 F. Xu, .. 4 F."~ 8., (the area of a

parallelogram) in which X., = plastic drift of an EPP material and 8u , = the

rotation corresponding to that plastic drift. The ratio (normalized energy) thus obtained

is = L 8,18." where 8, = the plastic component of the cumulative drift amplitude

in one direction which means that it is equal to half of the actual cumtalative plastic drift.

The straight line in the Fig. 6.9(b) represents the 100" EPP behavior. In this manner,
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the cumulative energy absorption as a fraction of the energy absorbOO by an EPP material

is obtained e.g. up to a cumulative drift of 0.25 radian, the model and the prototype had

energy absorptions of 33 % EPP and 39 % EPP respectively.

It can be seen that the maximum achieved forces for both model and prototype

were similarly close to the nominal flexural strength and there is a considerable

resemblance in the shapes of the loops. Similarly the energy absorption pattern was

remarkably similar among them. This close comparison gives credence to model studies

where the real materials are modeled using scaled deformed reinforcing bars and scaled

down aggregate (not to be confused with micro-eoncrete).

6.6 Seismic Evaluation Using ATC 6-2 Procedures

This subsection applies the ATe 6-2 (1983) seismic evaluation procedures to the

pier examined in the present study through the use of capacity/demand ratios. In this

analysis it is assumed that the columns are well founded such that a foundation/footing

failure will not result. Because the class of bridges represented by the type of pier

considered in this study generally possesses simply supponed slab-on-girder

superstructures, the single-mode spectral method (Procedure 1 in ATC 6-2) can be used

for assessing seismic demands for each of the seismic performance categories.

Furthermore, the natural period for this class of bridges is generally small enough (T <

0.33 sec.) that the base shear coefficients always lie on the flat top portion of the elastic

design spectra. Therefore. the base shear coefficient is given by,

C. '" 2.S A (6-53)

where A = normalized peak ground acceleration coefficient. For this class of bridge pier

it can be shown that the natural period is given by

T '" 2n (6-54)

in which 8, = yield drift, h
t

= coL.nn 'leight, C.(c) = nominal (yield) strength and

g = gravitational acceleration. For the present study T = 0.087 sec. (12 Hz).
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The lateral load corresponding to the elastic moment and shear demands by

combining the effects of the loading in the two orthogonal directions (100 % of the

elastic value along one axis of the bridge plus 30 % of the value for the perpendicular

axis) results in

W, = 1.3 C, WDL (6-55)

in which WDL = dead load on the pier. An elastic base shear demand can thus be

defined as

WLC(d) = - = 1.3C,
WDL

which for the present study gives,

C(d) ;; 3.2SA

(6-S6a)

(6-56b)

Muu,.,:

A CClpacity demand (C/O) ratio for the nominal ultimate flexural moment capacity

to the elastic moment demand is defined as

C.(e)
r =--
« C(d)

C.(e)
=--

3.2~A

(6-57)

(6-58)

in which C.(c) = the nominal flexural mechanism capacity which is taken as 0.90 for

the prototype bridge in this study.

A..chora,,:

If the effective development length is insufficient then the C/D ratio for

anchorage of the longitudinal reinforcement is given by

I.(e)
r = --r
• I.(d)«

in which I.(e) = the actual development length and I.(d) = required effective
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anchorage length of the longitudinal reinforcement given by

1d
'.(d) = ' •

(1 +2.5 ;. +1~l~
(6-59)

(6-60)

where 1. = a constant for the steel given by 1. '" 0.20831, - 2.292 <J, = steel yield

stress in psi), d. = diameter of the longitudinal rebars, C = lesser of the clear cover

over the rebars, or half the clear spacing between longitudinal rebus, and

1 = A~(c)/,.
~ 6(Xbd.

in which A~(c) = area of transverse reinforcement normal to splitting cracks, and I,.

= yield stress of the transverse reinforcement.

For the present study I.(d) '" 304. and '.(c) '" 434. giving 'c. '" 1.43,.,

thus anchorage is theoretically not a problem.

eo,.",." SlallU:

The C/D ratio of the columns subjected to shear is calculated in accordance with

the procedures outlined in Fig. 6.10, taken from ATe 6-2 (1983). In that figure the shear

demand resulting from flexural overstrength is defined as

(6-61)

The initial and final shear capacities, v.< c) and Y;: c) are calculated in accordance with

the AASHTO (1989) provisions previously described in Subsection 6.3.1. In the present

study for those situations where '. < 1.0 then a shear capacity will be defined as
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C,,(e) Vi(e)! W, thus

'ev
~(c)

V.(d)

C,,(c)

C(d)

C,,(e)

3.25.4
(6-62)

Using the ACI/AASHTO procedures to calculate Vi gives Case A (Fig. 6.10) as being

critical, ie. C,,(c) =. 219/275 - 0.796. However, if a more realistic assessment of shear

is determined then Case B will apply. Adopting the experimentally observed results or

the values given by Ang et al (1989) it is evident that the ductility capacity is 11 > 5.

Therefore, a dependable shear capacity can conservatively be adopted as , t:'I " 5 '.e"

Confinement:

The C/O ratio for transverse confinement is given by

(6-63)

[n the present study specimen pier all of the confining steel requirements were violated

that is,

s > O.2b..

and pee) • 0

Therefore, only a minimum ductility capacity can be assumed, and in accordance with

ATC 6-2 this gives 11 = 2, and 'u : 2rU "

SWfIIIUUy of C/D /lotios for PnStnl StlUly:

From the foregoing discussion ATC 6-2 based C/O ratios for the present bridge

pier are:

, u .. 0.278/.4 for elastic response

'<'Ii .. 0.245/.4 for theoretical shear capacity
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Ttv = 5 T« for shear capacity based on experimental observations

T
tt

= 2 T
tt

theoretical ductile flexural capacity

From these relationships if the C/O ratios are set to 1.0, then it is possible to

identify the peak ground acceleration ratio A at which incipient failure is expected. Thus,

elastic response is probable when A < 0.28, except that the ATC 6-2 analysis shows

that theoretically the pier should fail prematurely in brittle shear when A <0.245. If

however, a more realistic assessment of shear capacity is used in the analysis. then a

ductile flexural response will result when 0.28 < A < 0.56. The results of the

aforementione(! C/O ratios are plotte(! in Fig. 6.11. In this figure the various Seismic

Performance Categories for the United States are also shown. Based on a dependable

ductile mechanism (1& = 2) it is evident that a "safe" performance can be assured for all

Seismic Performance Categories in the United States. However, it should again be

emphaSIzed that the ATC 6-2 procedures for assessing shear strength paInt a false picture

indicating "unsafe" shear-brittle behavior in categories C and D.
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SECTION 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has presented an investigation of the behavior of a beam to column joint of

a 32 year old shear-critical bridge pier and a companion one-quarter scale model of the

two column prototype bent under reversed cyclic lateral loading. The prototype specimen

was retrieved from the field and prepared for testing by welding a self equilibrating

reaction frame onto the reinforcing steel of the cap beam. The model and the prototype

were tested under constant vertical (gravity) loads. The cyclic lateral loading was applied

through a horizontally connected actuator in case of the model and two parallel actuators

inclined at 24° with the horizontal were used for the prototype testing in order to

simulate lateral force effects in an entire two-column bent.

Lateral loads were applied with increasing drift angles to :t 4 percent. A

moderately ductile failure initiated through flexure but was later dominated by shear

when drift angles exceeded :t 2 percent for both model and prototype specimens. Final

failure was attributed to fracture and bond deterioration of the longitudinal bars for the

model and the prototype respectively. The results of model and the prototype tests were

compared with one another. Overall performance of the model and prototype were

remarkably similar.

Shear accounted for between 25 and 60 percent of the plastic deformations in the

columns. The experimentally observed shear strengths were compared with code-based

strength evaluation techniques. The evaluation methods showed that the pier would

possess inadequate shear capacity and thus be classified as shear-brittle with no ductility

capaLility. An energy based damage analysis procedure was proposed. This improved

evaluation procedure is a rational method and is capable of predicting the cumulative

displacement ductility failure limit state. The seismic vulnerability of this class of shear

critical bridge pier was examined using the ATC 6-2 methodology. It was shown that if

code-based evaluation procedures are followed, this class of bridge pier is classified as

"unsafe" and shear-brittle, but may be capable of resisting minor earthquakes through
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elastic response. However, if a dependable ductile mechanism is assumed, as

demonstrated by good experimental behavior, a "safe" seismic response can be assumed

for all Seismic Performance Categories in the United States.

Some specific conclusions are as follows:

1. The primary purpose of this study was to examine the seismic performance of a

particular class of existing bridge piers, that was not specifically designed for

earthquake loads thus possessing detailing deficiencies. The principal deficiency

of the bridge pier considered in this study was a general lack of transverse

reinforcement for shear. It has been shown herein that present code-based

evaluatIon techniques do not adequately predict the strength and deformation

capacity. Use of the existing code techniques that provide overly conservative

predictions of shear strength and deformation characteristics can lead to a false

picture that indicates many existing bridge piers may be unsafe in earthquakes.

However, in reality they may perform satisfactorily, particularly in moderate

seismic zones.

2. Even though the transverse reinforcing steel was insufficient with respect to a

contemporary design, both the prototype and the model performed well up to

column drift angles of 2 percent, at which level the flexural strength was

sustained under cyclic loading. Thereafter degradation in strength took place at

a rate that was directly proportional to the cumulative plastic drift (about 80

percent for both model and the prototype) until the residual base strength

Cc .. 0.15 was left with no significant reduction during the successive cycles

of loading.

J. The shear carrying capacities evaluated by various code-based approaches were

generally lower than the nominal flexural strength. The shear strength degradation

pattern suggested in Ang et al (1989) was found to provide an improved
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approximation, although that is still conservative.

4. The existing flexural plastic hinge method for predicting maximum displacement

needs further refinement to include the shear component of the plastic

displacement. For the members tested in this study (where MVID = 1.1 to 1.5)

results showed that the total displacement typically included between 40 to 6S

percent of shear displacement, the higher value occurring for higher axial loads.

5. A new energy based strength deterioration model is proposed. Although this still

needs some further refinement it shows promise for making a rational prediction

of the maximum cumulative ductility (energy absorption) capaci!y.

6. Similarities in the performances of the model and the prototype show that the

model studies can be relied on when investigating the behavior of this class of

structure. It should be noted however, that bond and anchorage in model studies

may not be reliably represented. The general nature of the hysteretic performance

however, is almost identir.aI between model and prototype.
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NCEER-90-tllOY "A P'ugrarn III Generate Slt~ Dependenl Tune H.stunes: EQGEN." by GW. E1hs. M. Snruv..an and A.S.
Cuma"-, WOMl, (pB9110M8291AS),

NCEER-'lIlI-(m 0 "A';lIVt: Isolation for Scism.!: ProleaKm of Operating RlXlms," by M.E. Talbott, SupervISed by M. SlunoluU,
6/8/Y, cPR9] 11020~/ASJ

NCEER-~I-()(III "Program LINEAR))) fur IdenllflUlllln of Llnnr StrU\Otwal Dynam..; Systems:' by C-R Yun and M.
ShlllCllull.a. f>/2~/'AJ. (pR91-11O~12/AS)

NCEER-~I-(1)12 "Two·Utm~ns",nal Two-Phase Elaslo-Plastlc SeIsmIC Response nf Earth L>ams:' by A_N.
Y'&gOS. Supervised by JH Prevost, 6f'lON(J, (P891·110191/AS)

NCEER-'lIlHlli J "Seu>ndary Sys1A:ms m Base-bulated SlIIK:turei: Expenmental InvesllgallOn, Stocl1UlIc Respunse and
SIOl:h""lI" Senslllv,ty:' by G_D. Manohs, G Juhn, M.e. ConstanlJoou and AM. Reanhom, 7/1/YO. (PR91
110320/AS)

NCEER-'lIlHI1I4 "SelSm,c BehaVior of Llghtly-Relnfor.:ed Concrete Column and Beam-Column Joant Dewls:' by S.P. Pessw,
CH. ("'>oley. I' Gcrgdy and R.N. White. 8n.m), (l>891-108195/AS).

NCEER-~l-(IJI'\ "Two Hybnd Control Systems fOT BUlldmg Structures Under Strong Earthquakes:' by J.N Yang and A.
L>amehans. f>/'N/'AJ. (l'891·125393/AS)

NCEER-'lIlJ·OOI6 "Instanlaneous Ophmal Control WIth A<Xelerallon and VelOCIty Feedback," by J.N. Yanl and Z. LI, 6n.YI9O,
(l'891-125401/A5).

NCEER-'lIlJ-mI1 "ReCOMaIS!i8/K:e Repon on lhe Northern Iran Earthquake of June 21, 1990," by M. MehrWl, 10/4190. (PB91
125317/AS).

NCEER-'lIlI-(lllll "Evaluation 01 LaqucrllCllon Potenllal m MemphiS and Shelby County," by T.S. Chang, P.S. Tang, C.S. Lee
and H Hwang. 8/l0MJ, W891-125427/AS).

NCEER-90-ml'1 "Expenmental and AnalytICal Study of. Combmold SlIlhna Dis<: Bearina and Helical Steel SprinllaolallOll
System:' by M.e. ConstanlJoou, A.S. Mokha and A.M. Relllhom. 1014190, (P891-125385/AS),

NCEER-90-OO20 "Expenmental Study and Analytlcal PRd.Jctlon or Earthquake Response of a Sliding isolation System WIth

a Spherical SurfBI;C," by A.S. Mokha, Me Conatantmou and A.M. Reinhom, 10/11/90, (PB91-11S4I9/AS).

NCEER-90-0021 "Dynam,.; InterllCtton FK<ors ror Floauna PIle Groupl," by G. Gaz.cw, K. Fan, A. KaYllla and E. KalllCl,
9/IO/'lIlJ. (PB91-110381/AS),

NCEER-90-0022 "EvalualJOIl of SelimM; Dama&e IndIUl for Ranforced Concrele Structure.: by S. Ro&-igUCl-Gomez and
A.S. Cakmak, 900Ml, PB91-171322/AS).

NCEER-90-<Xl23 "Study or Site Relp(>n1C at a ScJe<;r.ed Mempills SJlc," by H. Deaai. S. Ahmad, E.S. GUCUIJi and M.R. Oh,
10111190, (P891-1961157/AS),

NCEER-'.1Cl-llJ24 "A UlCr's GUIde to Strongrno: VersIon 1.0 of NCEER'. Strong.Motion Data Aweas Tool for PCs and
Termmal.:· by P.A. Friberg and CAT SUKh. 11/15190, (i'891-17I272/AS).

NCEER-90-002S "A Thrce-DunenSional AnalylK;a1 Study or SpIba! V.iabiJity of Seismic Ground Mobon&," by L·L. Hona
and A.H.-S. Ang, 10I30I9O, (P891·170399/AS).
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NCEEI(~lj()~U)2t> . MUM( lit> Li,c" GUI,'., A I'",~ram for the Idcnllfl~alJOnof M.K1a1 Parameters:' by~. RodTiguel·Goma
and E l>,l'a"luiilc. '/;>lIH(I. (PRYI·17J2YlliAS)

N(,EEI(~Y()·m27 . SAI(CF·lllI,er·, GUide· SelSmK AnalysIS nf Remforced ('uncrek Frames," hy S R,K1rI guel·Gomel, YS
Chun!' .',<.1 C Mcy.". Y:~()NO, (pRY 1 J712MOIAS)

NCEEI(Y(11ll2M . V"", 'us Dampers Teslln~, Mod.:hn~ anJ Appllcallon m Vltlrallon and Seismic [solauon:' tly N. Mum and
Me C"nsbnll"nu. 12i20N!1 (l'R<,lI·I"')~hliASl

NCEEI(YlIIXl24 . Soli Eltn~h nn Earlhljuake Ground Mollons m the Memplus Area:' by H. Hwang. C.S. Lee. K.W. Ng and
T S Ch"n!,. M!2NO, WRY I IY07~ 1/AS)

NCEEI(·YIIXMlI "Pwu:cdillp homlhc Thud JaJl"I1'U,S Workshop on E....thquake l(eSlslanl lJestgn of Lltdllle Faelhlle, and
,ounlennea,ures lor SOIl L"luelacLJun, lJecember 17·IY. I<,ll,I(I: allied by TO O'Rourlle and M Hamada,
2/1N1, (I'RYI 17Y2~Y/AS)

NCEEI('i1 IHI2 "PhYSical Spa~c SolutIOns 01 NonPrnp"n".nally [)ampood Syslems," hy M. Tong, Z. Liang aoo G.e. u,."

l!I~NI. (!'RYI·17n42/A~J

NCEEI(41 .IHI~ SclsmIC I(csp'n..: 01 ~m~le PIles and Pile Groups." hy K Fan and G Gazetas, 1/IONl. (PBY2~174W4/AS).

NCEEI(·YI·IX04 "Uampanj( oJ Structures Part 1 . Theory of Complex Uampmg," by Z Liang and G. Lee. IO/IONl. (PBY2·
lY72~~/AS)

NCEEI(·<,lI·IX)()~ "~U·RASIS· Nonlme81 L.>ynamlc AnalySIS of Thre.. UunenslOnal Base Isolated Structures: Part II," by S.
NagaraJalah, A.M. Remhnrn and M.e. CnnstaRtmou, 2128NI, (pR<,II·IY(')553/AS).

NCEEI(·YI·IHlf> "A Mult ••hmenSiunal HystereLJc Model lor Plasll~lty lJefonnlRg Metals III Energy AbslJrbm~ lJevu:es," by

EJ. Grae""r and FA. eozzarelh, 4N/91. (PB'>l2-108364!AS).

NCEEI(-YI·(lX17 "A Framcworll lor Cush,mll.able Knuwledge·Based Expen Systems With an Apph~allon to a KRES for
EVliluatml: the Sclsml~ ResIStance of Elisting BUlldlllgs," by E.G. Ibarra-Anaya and SJ Fenves,4NNI.
(PB<,I12I1JlHO/AS)

NCEER-YI·()(XJK "Nonlinear AnalySIS "f Steel Frames WIIb Semi-Rigid Conneo;lJons Using the CapacIty Spoctrum MethrKI,"
hy G.G lJelerlcm, S·H. HSieh, Y·J. Shen and J.F Abel. 7/2/91, (PB92-113828/AS).

NCEER-YIIXX)lj "Earth<juae Edll\,;aUon Matenals fur Grades K·12," by K.E.K. Ross, 4/30NI. (PB'>lI-212142/AS).

NCEER-91-(XlIO "Phase Wave VekK;lues and 1>Iliplaa:ment Phase Differences III a Harmorucally OsclllalUlg Pile," by N.
Maims and G. GlOletas, 718Nl. (PBY2-108356/AS).

NCEER-91-CXlll ''[>ynamlC CharllClensUcs of a FUll-SIZe Five-Story Steel SlnJCllIre and a 2/5 ScaJe Model," by K.C. Chang,
GC Val, G.C Lee, D.S. H., and Y,C. Yeh," 7f2{n.

NCEER·91-0012 "Seismic Ret>ponliC of a z.r., S\;a!" Steel StnK;\Ure WIIb Added VIIKOCIUlK Dampers," by K.C. Chang, T.T.
Soong, SoT Oh and M.L Lal, 5/17N! (PB92·IIOSI6/AS).

NCEER-Y 1-0013 "Earthquake Respoose of Rewmng Walls; Full-Scale Tesung and Compulallonal Modellng." by S. AJampallJ
and A·W.M. Elgamal, 6120~1. to be puhllshcd

NCEER ·91-00 14 "3D· BASIS-M: Nonlinear DynamK: Analyt>it> of Muillple Butlding Base Isolated SlJuI;turQ." by P.c. Tsopelu,
S. NagarajaJah, M.e Constanunou and A,M. ReJllhom, S128m, (PB92-1I388S/AS).
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NCEER-lJI-0IlS "Evaluatllln of SEAOC Design Reqwrements for Slidmg Isolaled Structures," by [). 1'heodosSIf)U and M.C.
Constantlnou. fl/IOI9J. (PB92-II4602IAS,

NCEER-91-llll/l "Ck'sed-Loup Modal Testmg of a 27-Slory Remforu:d Concrete Aat P1ale-Core BUlldmg." by H.R.
Sumaprasad, T. Tlltsoy, H. Yosh,yuk.. and A.E Mtan. 7113/9 I. (PB92-129980/AS).

NCEER-91-IX1I7 "Shake Tahle Test ola 116 Scale Two-Story Lightly Remforced Concrete Bullwng," by A.G. EI-Attar. R.N.
Wlute and I'. Gergely. 2/28/91, (PBIJ2222447/AS)

NCEER-lJl-OOIII "Shake Table Test of a 1/8 S\;a1e Three-Story Lightly Remfo~ Coocrete Buildmg." by A.G. EI-Anar. R.N.
White and P Gergely. 2/28191.

NCEER·YI·WIY "Transler Fundlons for RIgid Redangulu FoundallOn.... by A.S Velet.os. A.M. IlrIlll8d and W.H. Wu,
7/31191

NCEER-91-l.X>20 "Hybnd Control of Selsml\;·Ex\;,ted Nonlmear and IndastK: Structural Systems," by J.N. Yang. Z L, and A.
Oamehans. 11/1/91. (pB92-143171/AS)

NCEER·IJIlXl21 "The NCEEK91 Earthquake Catalog: Improved Intensny-Based Magrntudes and Ra;WTeoce Relauons for
U.S. Eanhquakes Easl of New Madnd," by L Seeber and J.G. Armbr...lcr. 8128191, (PB92-176742/AS).

NCEER·91·IXl22 "Pr",,",,--dJngs from the Implemenlauon of Earthquake Planrnng and Educauon in School.: The Need for
Change The Role. of the Changemaken." by K.E.K. RoIlS and F. Win.low, 7(23191. (PB92-129998IAS).

NCEER·91·0023 "A Study of Rehablhty-Besed Criteria for SeISmiC Design of Remfo~ Concrelc Frame Butldmgs," by
H.H.M Hwang and H·M. H.u. 8/10191, WB92-140235/AS).

NCEER·91·IXI24 "Expenmental VenflcaUon of II Number of Suuctural System IdenUflcauon Algonthms," by R.G GhllnC:m,
H. Gavll1 and M. Shmozuka, 9/18/91. (PB92-176577/AS).

NCEER-IJI-(XJ25 "Probablhsta.; Evaluauon of LlqucfllCUon PotenUal," by H.H.M. Hwang and C.S. Lee," 11125191. (PB92
14342Y1AS).

NCEER-91·lXl26 "Inlltantaneuus Opumal Control for LlIlear, Nonhnear and Hysteretic Structures - Slable Controller.... by J.N.
Yang lind Z. L., II/ISm, (PB92-163807IAS).

NCEER-91-l.X>27 "Expenmental and ThcoretlcaI Study of a Shdm& IsolatIOn System for Bndge.," by M.C. ConSlantinou. A.
Kanoum. AM Reanhor-n and P Bradfonl. 11115/91. (PB92-176973/AS)

NCEER-92-(xXlI "CIIC Studies of Llquefacuon and Lifehne Performance Durinc Pial Earthquakes, Volume I: Japanese Cue
StudieS," Edited by M. Harn.dll and T. O'Rourke. 2/17/92. (PB92-197243/AS).

NCEER·92·<XXl2 "elSe Sludies of LtquefllClIon .00 Lifeline PaforrnlllCe During Pial Earthqulkes. Volume 2: United SlateS
Case Studies," EdIted by T. O'Rome and M. Ham. 2J17fl2. (PB92·197250fAS).

NCEER·92·<XXl3 "lasucs 111 Earthquake Education," Elhted by K. Rosa, 2/3/92. (PB92·222389/AS).

NCEER-92-{XX)4 "1lrlX:Cedlllgs from the FlISt U.S. - Japut Workshop on Earthquake ProleCtive SYllems for Bridges." 214(92.
k, be pubhshed.

NCEER·92~ 'SelSml~ Ground MotIOn from a Haskell·Type Source in. MUltiple-layered Half.Space." A,P. Thcoharia.
G. Deodalls and M. ShinozuU. 1/2/92, to be publiJhect

NCEER-92-0006 "Proccedanp from the SIIc Effecu WorkJh)p," Ediled by R. Wlulmlll, 2129/92. (PB92-1~7201/AS).
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NCEER-'J2-OXJ7 "Engmeenng EvaluatIOn of Permanent Ground DefonnatlOns Ouc 10 Seismically-Induced LiquefactIOn." by
MH. Bwat. R Dobry and A·W.M. Eigaroal. 3f24~2. (PB92-222421/AS).

NCEER-92-(X10S "A Procedure fnr the Selsnllc Evaluahon of BUlldmgs an the Central and Eastern Umted Slates." by C.O.
Poland and 1.0. Malley. 4/2~2. (PB92-222439/AS).

NCEER92-<XlO9 "Expenmental and Analyucal SlUdy of a Hybnd !solabon System USing Fnction Conlrollable Sliding
Beanogs." by MQ. Feng. S. Fujll and M. Shinozuka. 51lS192. (PB93-150282JAS).

NCEER-92-OO1O "SeISmic Resistance of Siab-Columl" ConneclJOns 111 EXJ5Ung Non-Ductile Rat-Plate Buildings:' by A.J.
Durram and Y Du.5/18192.

NCEER-92-<Xlll "The Hysleretlc and [)ynarmc BehaVIOr of Brack MlISOnry Walls Upgraded by FerJO(;Cment Coallngs Under
Cycbc Loadanl! and Strong Simulated Ground Mollon:' by H. Lee and S.P. Prawel 5/11192. to be publIShed.

NCEER-92-<XH2 "Study of Wile Rope Systenu for SeISmic ProtectIOn of Equipment an Buildangs." by G.F Demetn.Je•. MC
Constantlnou and A.M. Remhorn, 5(]fJ/92.

NCEER-92-00l3 "Shape Memory Structural Dampers: Matenal Properties, DeslI!n and Setsmic Testing," by P.R. Witting and
F,A. Cozzarellt. 5126/92

NCEER-92-0014 "Longltu<1i'lal Pemlanent Ground Defonnauon Effectl. on Buried Continuous Ptpelines." by MJ. O'Rourke,
and C. Nordberg. 6/15/92.

NCEER-92-0015 "A Simulation Method for Stabonlll)' Gaussian Random Functions Based on the Sampling Theorem:' by M.
Gngonu and S. Balopoulou, 6/11/92, (PB93.1274961AS).

NCEER-92-1Xl16 "Gravlty-Load-Deslgned Reinforced Concrete Buildings: SeismK Evaluauon of EX18lJng ConslTucUon and
I>elaillDg Strategies for Improved Seismic Resistance," by C.W. Hoffmann. S.K. K.unnalh, J.B. Mander and
A.M, Rcinhom. 7/15/92. 10 be published.

NCEER-92-OO17 "Ob&enalions on Water System and Ptpelme Performance in the LimOn Area of Costa Rin Due to !he April
22, 1991 Earthquake:' by M. O'Rourke and D. Ballantyne. 6/30192. (PB93-1268ll1AS).

NCEER-92-0018 "Fourth Edibon of Earthquake EducaUon Matenals for Grades K.-12." Edited by K..E.K. Ross, 8/1~2.

NCEER-92-0019 "!'roceedmgs from the Fourth JIIplIIl-U.S. Worbhop on Earthquake Resistant Design of Ldelme FacillbCS and
Countermeaswcs for Soil Liquefaction." Edited by M. Hamada and T.O. O'Rourke, 8/12/92, (PB93
I 63939/AS).

NCEER-92-OO20 "Active Brll:Ulg Syatem: A Full kale Implementation of Active Control: by A.M. Reinhorn, T.T. Soong.
RC. Lin. M.A. Riley, Y.P. WaDI' S. Aizawa and M. HiI_hino. 8/14192, (pB93-127S12JAS).

NCEFR-92-OO21 "Empirical Analysis of Honzontal Ground Displ8OC1TlClll Generated by Liquefaction·lnduced 1..aJeral SJRads:'
by S.F. Bartlett and T.L. Youd. 8/17/92.

NCceR-92-OO22 "IDARC Vcnior. 3.0: 1nel_tic Damaae Analysil of Remforald Concrete SlnJctuJa," by S.K. K.unnalh. A.M.
Rcinhom and R.F Lobo. 8131/92. II> be published,

NCEER-92-OO23 "A Semi·Empirical Analysis of Slrong·Motion Pub in Tams of Scismic Souroe. Propeaation PIlh and~
Site Conditions. by M. Kamiyama, M.J. O'RolII'ke and R. Flacs·Berrones. 9/9192. (pB93.1~66/AS).

NCEER-92-OO24 "Scismic BehavIOr of Reinforwd Concrete Frame SlnJcbuel wilb Nonductile Details, Put I: Summary of
Expcrimc:ntal Findll1gs of pun Scale Beam-Column Joint Tals: by A. Baa, R.N, White and P. Gergely,
9/30/92, II> be published.

NCEER-92-0025 "apenmental Results of ReplIiRd and Retrofilled Beam-Co1I1l1l11 Joint TeI&I in Lighdy Reinforced Concrete
Frame Building.." by A. Baa, S. EJ·BorJi, R.N. White and P. Gcrply. 10/29/92. to be publiahed.
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NCEERlJ2-tXI2t> "A Gcncr"hldtlllO oj Optimal ConlIol TheNY: Linear anJ !'loP;:~t'ar Structures." by J.N Yang. Z. LI and S
V"nl!ocnavalllkul. II/Un..

NCEER-'J2-uln "Se"mlC R",,,tanU' of R~In1"rced ConcTel<: Frame Structures Ue"gn~d Only I"r Gravlly Luads Part I
I>cslgn aoJ I'Topertl"S 01 a One·Thud Scale Modd SlIucture," by J.M Bra"" A.M. Kcrnhol11 and JR
Mander. I2/1 f')2.

NCEER·I/2·(K)2K "Seismic I{CSlSlanu: of RCInlorud C,,!\cre'" Fram" Structures UeMgned Only for Gravity LoaJs ParI II .
E~p"f1m~nlall'"rlormaocc 01 Sul>""scml>la~e,." t>y L.E Aycard •. JB. Mander and A.M. Kemhom. 12/l,A./2.

NCEEK':Il·IXl2<J "Sc"mK K"s"tance of RemfolccoO ConeTete Frame SUUl.:tures Oeslgned Only fm Gravlly Loads Part III .
E~pt:nm"nl.al I'nlormance and Analytical Study of a Strudural Model.' hy J.M. BraLX'. A.M. Kemhom and
J.R ManJer. 12/1/'12

NCEER-'I2-tlHO "Evaluation oj Se.sm.c ketIofit 01 Kemfllru:d Concrete Frame Structures: PlIlt I . Ellpertmental Perlormance
of Retrofltled Suoosemblages.'· by V Chuudhufl. JR Mander and A.M. Remhom. 1218/,92.

NCEER·':I2-mJ J "Evaluation of S"lsmlc Relluflt of Remforced Concrete Frame Structures Part II· Expenmental Performance
and Analytical Study of a RelrofJltoo Stru<:tural Model," by J.M. BrlllA.., A.M. Rernhom and J.B. Mander.
12(8192

NCEER 'J2-<XH2 "Ellpenmenlal and AnalyllcaJ Invesugatlon of Se.smlc Resp>nse of Structures w.th Supplemental Fluid
V,SCOU-S LJampers." by M.e. Constanlmou and M.LJ Symans. 12/21,'1)2.

NCEER-92-IX1B "Rocu,mal,saOt'" Repurt on the Calfo. Egypt Earthquake of October 12. 1992," by M. Khaler, 12/23,'1)2.

NCEEK-92-eXl34 "Low-Level UynarT\l<; Ctlar~lerlSIl~s of Four TaU Flat-Plate BuLldings m New York Ctty:' by H. Gavin. S.
Yuan. 1. Grossman. E Pekells and K. Jacob. 12f2SN2

NCEER-93-eXJOI "An E~peflmental Study on the SeISmiC Performance of Bock·lnfilled Steel Frames With and Without
Retrofll," by JB Mander. B. Nau, K.. Wo)kows!Li and J. Ma, 1f29/93.

NCEER-\l3-I.U'l2 "S"clal Acu.untlng for LJlslISler Preparedness and Re«lVery Plannmg," by S. Cole. E PiUltojB and V. Razak.
2f22,A./3, to be published.

NCEER-93-UXJ3 "Assessment of 1991 NEHRP ProVLslons for Nonstruelural Components and Recommended ReVISIOns," by
T.T. Soong. G. Chen, Z. Wu, R-H. Zh&n& and M. Ona0riu, 3/1/93.

NCEER·93-(lX)4 "Evaluauon of StatiC and ResponlC Spectrum Analysis Procedures of SEAOC/UBC for SeismIC Isolated
Structures," by CW Winters and M.C. Constanunou. 3/23/93.

NCEER-93-OXJ5 "Earthquakes m the Northeast - Are We Ignonllllhe Hazard? A Workshop on Earthquake SCIence and Safety
for Educators." edned by K.E.K Ross, 4f2/93. 10 be publlmed.

NCEER-93-0.l06 "Inelastl<; Response of Remfor<;Cl(\ Concrcle Structure!> WIth Vtsooclastic BrllUl>," by R.F. Lobo. J.M. BraccI.
K.L. Shen. A.M. Reinhorn and T.T. Soong, 4/5/93.

NCEER-93-CXi07 "SeISmIC Tesllng of Ill5tAllBllon Methods for Computers and Data Proa:ssilll Eqwpmenl," by K. Kosar, T.T.
Soong. K.L. Shen. J.A. HoLung and Y.K Lin, 4112/93

NCEER-93-l.U)8 "Retrofil of Remforud CotlClel.e Frames USing Added Dampen," by A. Reinhorn, M. Constanlinou and C.
Lt. to be published.

NCEER-93-UXl'I "SeISmiC Apphcabuns of V,sooeI»bc VltT1pers 10 Steel Frame Structures," by K..c. Chang and T.T. SOOIIg.
10 be published.
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NCEER·~1·001U "Seismll; Perfonnance of Shar-Crillcal Reinrorl:ed Conaele Bodle Pien," by J.B. Mandn. S.M. Waheed.
M.T.A. Chaudhary and S.S. Chen. 5/12fil
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NCEER IN In,t) """""11' Behano. and Re'pon,e Scn'I.I".l~ot Sc,ondary Strudural Syslcms," hy Y .l,j.' '<'n and T.T. S,'ont:,
\O/2'/lN, (PR4(I\Mn~K/AS\
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lOYIKlC/AS)

NCEEKlC'-! IMln "Ucl<:lIlllnl-.Il, Model tor ScIsm., l>amaj:e Evaluation of Rernfor.:ed C""'re.... "trudures," hy 1M R.a..--\.
A.M. Re 111 hOI II. J R. Mander and SK Kunnath.W27/1N

NCEER· KY m.14'l>n the Rel .•r,on Retween L'K:al and Cluhal [)amat:e Ind."<'s," hy E. [),I'as'lual<: and A.S Cakmak. II/I ~/llY,

\I'R.,.,,) 17 \K(-'~)

NCEERKlJlWI''i "Cydl' Undrained Rehavlor (,f Nunplastr, and Low Plast"lty SIltS." !>y Al Walhr and HE. Stewart,
7/2hIlN. (!'RIJ{) IIl1'ilK/AS)

NCEER lCIJIH\(-, "LIlj!J<"ladrun P"lentIal "I Surf".al lJcl'0sllS on the Crl) of Rullalo, New York.' hy M. RuJhu. R. Giese and
L Raumj:ra". 1/17/IN. (I'R\j()·2()lW5~/AS)

NCEEI< KIJ·t.I'7 "A l>clerrn III Isill. Assessment of Effects of Ground Moll"n locnheren.e." hy A.S Velctsos and Y. Tan!!.
7/1~/1I'1. (l'R\j()·IM294/AS)

NCEER·Il'J-()O,1l "Workshllp on Ground Million Parameters for Se..m.<: Hazard Mal'l'lIIg," July 17·lll. lYKIJ. edlled hy 1<. V.
Whitman, 121l1lN. (I'B'J()·17:l'l2:l/AS).

NCEER·K'I·IHW "SclsmlL ElleLls on Ele~atcdTranSit LlIleS of the Ncw York Clly TranslI Authorrty," by C.J. Costanllno. C.A.
Mlllcr and E. Hcymsfreld. IV26/K9, (pR90.20711117/AS).

NCEER·K'!·lJII40 "(":ntnlu~,,' M'l\lclmg 1\1 [)ynanm; S,HI-SIr\ll;IUre Intcracuon:' by K. Well.sman. Supervlsed!>y J.H. Prcvost.
~!Il1/llY. (I'A'-XI-207K79fAS).

NCEEI<-Il'J·ll141 "Lrneanzed Idenl1fr,auon of Burldlllgs With Cores for SeismiC Vulnerability Asse",men\." by I-K Ho and
AE A"'lan. I Ill/IN, (I'IWO-25194:l/AS).

NCEEK-YO-(UH "Geotechnical and Llfeltne Aspects of the October 17, 1989 Lorna Prieta Earth<juake III San Frarxasw," by
TD. O'Rourke, H.E Stewart. F.T. Blackburn and T.S. DIckerman, 1/90. (PB90-2()lS96/AS).

NCEEK-'J()-(XXJ2 "Nonnormal Secondary Kesp-mse 1Jue to Yielding In a I'nmary Suucture," by O.C.K. Chen and LD Lutes.
2fl8t-J(J. (PRI}(J-251976/AS).

NCEER-90-IOH "Eanh'luakc EducallOn Mll1enals for Grlldes K-12." by K.E,K, ROllS. 4/16~, (PB91-\l3415/AS).

NCEER-'J()-(Xl(14 "Catalog of Strong Motion StatIOns in Eastern North Amenca.... by R.W. Busby. 4(3190. (PB90·251984)/AS,

NCEER·'J()·(Xl(l5 "NCEER Strong·Mollon Oata Rase: A User Manual for the GeoBase Release (VerslOn 1.0 for the Sun3),"

hy P Fnherg and K. Jacob, 3/31190 (PB90·2S8062/AS).

NCEEK-'J(I.(lJ()f, "SelSm" Huard Along a Crude 011 Prpelin<: III the Event of an 1811·1812 Type Ncw Madrrd Earthquake."

by H.H.M Hwang and C-H.S. Chen. 4/16/90(1'890·258054).

NCEEIPXHO)7 "Site-Specific Response Spectra for Memphis Sheahan Pumping Stabon," by H.H.M, HWlIlIg and C,S. Lee.
S/15m, (PB91·1088II/AS).
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NCEEKYl)-ln)1! "Pilot Study on Selsml~ VulnerabIlity of Crude (1I1 Transmlsslnn Systems," by T. Anman. R. Dobry. M.
Grlgonu. F KOlin. M. O'Rourke. T. O'Rourkt: and M. Sh1ll1.J7Uka. 5125/90. (PR91·10811~7/ASl

NCEEK·Yl) (XMI'1 "A I'rngram to Generate SIte lA.1"-'ndcnl TIme Hlstones: EljGEN." by G.W Eilts. M Snm.a.san and A.S
Cakmak. I~O,Nl). (PRYI IIJK82Y/AS)

NCEER·Yl)·IXIIO "A.,;\lve holatlon for Selsml"; Protc.,;\lon of 0perattng Rooms." by M.E. Talllt'll. Supervised oy M Stuno7ulla.
fl/K/9, (PRY! 111l20'i/AS).

NCEERYl) !XIII "Program l.lNE\KID lor ldenllf,t:atlon of LlIIear Strllt:turaJ Dynamic Systems." hy CoR Yun and M.
ShmOluka. fli2V90. (pR91·11O~12/AS).

NCEEK·'JO·UII2 "Two'[)lmcnsllInal Two·Phase Elasto·Plasllc Seismic Response 01 Earth Dams." by A.N.
Y,agos. SupervIsed by IH Prevost. 6120190. (PB91·110197/AS).

NCEEK·Yll.IXlI.~ "s.,wndaf)' Systems III Base·lsnlated Structures: Expenmental Investlga\lon. SlochastK: Response and
St,,,,ha.stlc SenSitiVity." hy GD. Manolis. G. Juhn. M.e. Cnnslantlllou and A.M. Remhom. 7/1/90. (PB91·
I lenZO/AS).

NCEER·YlI.1 X1I4 "SclSml.. BehaVIor of Llghtly·Remfnrced Concrete Column and Ream-Column Joml DetaIls," oy SY. Pesslkl.
CH Conley. P. Gergely and R.N. White. 11122190. <PB91·1087Y'i/AS)

NCEEK·':I(l·U1i:i 'Two Hybnd Conlfnl Systems for Building Strut:tw-es Under Strong Eartlkjuakes," by J.N Yang and A.
Damchans. (-,f2Y/YO. (pBYI·12'i3Y3/AS)

NCEEK·':I()·U]16 "Instantaneous Optimal C"nlwl With Ae<.:e1eratlon and Vcloctly Feedhack." hy J.N Yang and Z. LI. 6(29/90.

(PRYI 125401/AS)

NCEER·91HXII7 "Ra:onnaissan~ Reporl on the Northern Iran Earthquake of June 21. 1990," by M. Mehram. 10/4/90. (PB91·
125377/AS,

NCEER·90-lXJlll "Evaluation of Llquefacuon Potenual in Mempills and Shelby County," by T.S. Chang. P.S. Tang. C.S. Lee
and H Hwang. '1/I<J,NlI, (PBY!·125427/AS).

NCEER·91)·(X119 "Expenmcntal and Analyll.:a1 Study of a Combined Sliding Dis<: Bearing and Heiical Steel Spring Isolatllln
System," hy M. C. Conslantmnu. AS Mokha and A.M. Relnhom. 1O/41'Xl. (1'891-1253115/AS).

NCEER·':I()·lXl20 "Expenmcntal Study and Analyltcal Pred"lton of Earthquake Response of a Shdmg Isolation System with
a Sphencal Surface," by A.S. Mokha. M.C. Constanunou and A.M. Reinhorn. 10/11/90. (PB91·12S4IWAS)

NCEER·91J·(x121 "J)ynamK: Interaction Factors for FIoaung Pile Groups," by G. Gazeta5. K. Fan. A. Kayrua and E. Kausel.
9/10190. (P891-17OJIlIIAS)

NCEER-90·0022 "Evaluation of SeISmic Damage Indices for Reinforced Concrete SlrUctuRs:' by S. Rodriguez-Gamel and

AS Cakmak., 9{30/90, PB91-1713221AS)

NCEER-90-0023 "Study of Sile RespollllC at a Se~tcd Memphis Site." by H. Desai, S, Ahmad. E.S. GUelaI and M.R. 011.
10/11/90, (PB91·196857/AS).

NCEER·90-0024 "A User's Guide to Strongmo: Vusion 1.0 of NCEER's Strong-Motion Data Accesl Tool for PCs and

Temunals." hy PA Friberg and CAT. Susch, 11/15/90, (PB91-171272/AS).

NCEER-90-0025 "A Three-Uunenslonal Analytical Study of Spallal V....blbty of ScIIlUiC Ground Moltons," by L·L. Hong
and AH.-S. Ang, 1Of30/90. (PB91.170399JAS).
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NCEER·YI )·U)2t> MUMOIU User', GUIde - A l'rogram for the Idcntlfl~at]On of Modal Paramelcr>," r.y S Rod" gue/·Gomez
and E U,Pa"'lualc, 'l/lllNO, (I'R~l 1712~K/AS)

NCEEI<YlI-m~1 ·SAI<CF·II User', GUide· SelSmK AnalY'ls of Rell1lor~cdConcrele Frames." hy S l<odTlgue/-Gome/, YS
Chung and C Meyer, 'h'O,N(I, (PR'JI·1712Kll/AS)

NCEER'/(IUI~K "v""ou, Ual11J'C" Te,lmg. Modehng and Appllcallon In Vlhrallon and Sclsmlc Isolauon," hy N. Maims and
Me Constanlll"'u. 12!211/'/() (I'RYI·IYI)~t>I/AS)

NCEER '/()-llI2'J "Soli Hied' on Earthyuake Ground Motions m the MemphiS Area," hy H. Hwang, C.S. Lee. K.W. Ng and
TS Chang, K/~M). (I'RYI IY07,\I/AS/

NCEEI< 'JI·IUII "I'roceedlng' Irom the Third Japan.U.S Workshop on Earlhyuake ReSistant UcSlgn of Lddme Fac,hlJes and
Countermeasures 'or SOil Llyuda~lJon. Uc~c:mher 17·19, I Y'XI." oolled hy TlJ O'Rourke and M Hamada.
211/'11. (I'RYI·17':125'1/AS)

NCEER YI-IUI.'! "Physical Spac'e Solullons 01 Non·Proportlonally Uamplld Systems," hy M. Tong, Z. Liang and G C. Le<:.
1/151'11. (I'R'II 17Y242/AS).

NCEER YIlU)3 "SciSm" I(esp',nse 01 Single Piles and PIle Groups." hy K Fan and G. Guelas. 1/IlWI. (l>R~2-174994/AS).

NCEER-~IIUl4 . [Jarnpmg of Strudures Part 1 - Theory "fComplex Uarnplllg," hyZ. Liang and G. Lee, 1O/IOHI. (I'Bn
IY7V,\!AS)

NCEEI<~I·(UI'\ ".~U-RASIS Nonhnear UynamK AnalySIS of Three UlmenslOnal Bas<: 1s"lalcd Strudur",,: Part n," hy S.
Nagaraja.ah, A.M Remhorn and M.e. Constantmou. 2f2I1HI. <PB91-1'J(155.~/AS)

NCEERYI-IUlf> "A MultidImenSional Hystercuc Model for PJaslleny Uefonmng Metals III Energy Absorhmg UcVI.:eS." hy
EJ. Gracsser and FA COllarclh. 4/W91. (PB92-108364/AS).

NCEER-~I-m07 "/\ Framework for CustomllJlhle Knowlooge-Rascd Expert Systc:ms WIth an Application to a KBES 1l1r
Evaluallllg the SeISmIC Resistan.:e of Ex,stmg BUlldmgs," by E_G. Ibana-Anaya and SJ. Fenves, 4N/9I,
(I'B'JI-21U'J~O/AS)

NCEER'Jl(U)K "Nonlinear AnalySIS of St",,1 Frames With Semi-Rigid ConnceUons Usmg the CapacIty Spectrum Method."
hy GG. Uelerlem, SoH. HSieh, Y-J Shen and J.F. Abel. 7/]J9I, (PB92-113828/AS)

NCEER-Ijl-(.o.l'} "Earlh<juake Educatlll/l Materials for Grades K-12." by K.E,K. Ross. 4/30191. (PBY 1-212142/AS).

NCEER-'JI-lX110 "Phase Wave Ve!llClUes ane L':~;.~::-ement Phase Wferences 10 a HarmomcalJy Oscillatlllll Pile," by N,
Makris and G. Galelas, ?,~,A;1!, (PB'j2-108356/AS).

NCEER-'JI-mll "Uynaml~ Charadenslles of a Full-SIZe Flve-SIt>rV Steel SlllK:ture and a 2/5 Scale Model," by K,C, Chang.

G.c. Yao, G.c Lee. D.S Hlkl and Y,c. Yeh," 7/2m.

NCEER-'JI-(Xl12 "SeismIC Response of a 215 Scale Steel Structure With Added Vls<:oclastlC Dampers," by K.c. Chang, TT
Soong, ST Oh and M.L. Lal. 5/17/91 (PBYl-II08161AS)

NCEER-91-0013 "Earth<juake Response of Relalrung Walls; Full-Scale Tesbng and Compurabunal Modebng," by S. Alampalli
and A-WM Elgarna!. 6120NI. 10 be pubbshed.

NCEER-'JI-OOI4 "3D·BASIS-M: Nonlinear DynamIC AnalyslJof MUlllple Bwkhng Bue Isolated SlruetlD'es," by P_c. Tsopelas.
S. Nagarajlllah, M.C, ConSIanUOOU and A,M. Remhom. 5128191. (pB92-113885/AS)
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NCEEI{'11 ml~ "Evaluauon .. , SEA()C L>csl~n I{eljulremenh I..r ShdlR~ Isolaled Strudures," Ily LJ Thcod"sslOu and M C
C..nslanlln..u. III IliN! , i1'R'I2 1141i02iAS)

NCEEI{ 'II Ullt-. "CI",,'d L,",p Modal Testlll~ llf a 27· Sill!)' I{emllliad Clllk:rele Flat Plale-Cllre RUlldlR~," Il) HI{
Sllmafllasa,!. T T"b"y. H Yllsh.yulu and A.E Aktan, 7!15!'!l. <PR'J2 l2'J'iXOiAS)

NCEEI{'1lml7 "Shah T"hk Tesl "j " lit-. S,ale Tw,,-S~,ry LI~hlly Re'nl"rcrd C"n,rele RUlldln~," hy AG EIAu"r, RN
While "nd I' Ger~d), 2121lN!. lPR'I2222447/AS)

NCEEI{'1)(klIX'Sh"h Tallie Test ..1 a Ill< S"a)e Thr,,,,·Slllry LI~htly Retnllln:u! Cllnnete Rutldtn~,' Ily AG EIAuar. I{ N
Wh'le and I' Gel~c1y 2/21l1'l1

NCEEK YjUlI'I 'Translel FUI,dl"ns Illr R'~IJ I{etlan~ular F"undal,..ns," Ily AS. Velelsos. A M Prasad and WH Wu.
7;\ 1"-11

NCEEK'I) (lI2() 'Hyllnd Cllntllli lIt S""m'c-ExulcJ N"nlmear and Inclasll' Strudural Syslems," Ily IN Yanj:. I LI and A
l>"Jlleli"ns_ Illli'l!. (I'R'I2141171/ASj

NCEER-'II-UI21 'The NCEEK'II Earth'1uake Calal"j: Impr"vcd InlenSlly·Rascd Maj:llIludes and Rt.-.:urren.:e RelatIOns for
US Earthljuakes Easl "I New Madnd," Ily L Sedler and J G A mhlUster, X/21l!'l\' (I'R'i2 17t-.742iAS)

NCEEK 'I1-UI22 "Pr"cccdln~s hllm the Implementauon "I Ear!hljuake I'lanllJn~ and EdUt-allOn m S.:h,••1s: The Neal lor
Chan~e The R.. les .. I Ihe Changemakers," Ily KEK Ross and F. WInslow. 7/21Nl. <pRY2 12'I'NX/AS)

NCEEK'II-UI21 'A Sludy "I Kchah'::ly-Rascd Cnlerla Illr SelSmlt L>cslgn of Remlllr,'ed Com;relc Frame Rutldm~s." Ily
H.H M. H",anj: and H-M Hsu. X/IONl. (I'RY2l402\5IAS)

NCEER'I11ll24 "Expenmental Venf,.:alilln llf a Numher llf Stru,tural System Idcnllf!,atlOn Algllrlthms," Ily RG Ghanem.
H Gas'm and M Shmllluka. Y!lIl!'!I. (I'RY2·17t-.577/AS).

NCEEK-'II·CWl2'i "''rllOahll"t" Esaluatr"n lIt L'4ucfa.:!I11n I'lllenlla!." by H.H.M Hwang and C.S, Lee." 11/25!'11. (PRY2
14'42Y/AS)

NCEEK YllK)2fl "Instantaneous OptImal Control for LlI1ear, Nonlinear and Hyslereta: StrUt-tures - Stallie Contrullers." hy J.N.
Yan~ anJ I.. L.. lllJ5Nl. O'R\l2-11i:\1l07/AS).

NCEEI{-YI-m27 "Experimental and Theoretl<:aJ Study of a SIIJlI1g Isolation System for Bodges," by M,e Constanlll1ou, A.
Kartoum. A,M. Remhorn and P Bradford, 11/15/91. (PR92-I76\173/AS)

NCEER-\I2-(Ull "Ca.se StudIes of Llqucladlun and Lifeline I'erformance Uunng Past Earthquakes. Volume I Japanese Case
Studies," Edited Ily M. Hamada and T. O'Rourke. 2/17jl}2. (\cIlil\l2-I\l7243/AS),

NCEER-Y2-lll02 "Ca.se Studies of Liquefaction and Ltfellne Performam;e Dunng Past Earthquakes. Volume 2: Umted States
Case Studies." EdllcJ by T. O'l{ourke and M. Hamada. 2117/92, (PB92-197250/AS),

NCEER-Y2-(UJ3 "Issues m Earthquake Edu,allon, ' Edited hy K. Ross, 2fJN2. (PB92-22238Y/AS).

NCEER-':I2-(X.04 "Pn>.:<:ectll1gs from the Ftrst U.S. - Japan Workshop on Earthquak.e Prolel.llve Systems for Bndges," 2/4/92,
to he puhllshed,

NCEER-Y2-0')05 "Sclsml, Ground Motion from a Haskell Type SOLlf<:e III a Mulhple-Layen:d Half-Space," A.P lllClJharls,
G. [)eodalts and M. Shll1oluka. 112/92, to be published.

NCEER-Y2-(XW)6 "Pr"""edll1gs from !he Site Effects Workshop." EdIted by R. Whttman, 212\1/92, (PB92-197201/AS).
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NCEEK~<J2~(O)7 "En~lOeerlO~ Esalual,on of Permanent Ground IJcftlnnatlllOs Uue Itl ""lSmlCally~lnduLcd L'ljucfaLlulO," I>v
M.H RamI. J{ lJohry and A W M. EI~amal. V24N2. (I'R92222421/AS,

NCEEI<<J210Jll "A !'n!Ledure I,,, th,' Se"mlC Evaluahon of Ru,ldmlls In the Central and Eastern Umted Slates," hy CU.
Poland and JO Malley. 4!2N2. (!'IN2-222439/AS).

NCEEK~<J2-(H)<J "Expenmental and AnalYI'Lal Study of a Hyhrld Isolation System USII1j: FndlOn ConlTollahle Shdang
Rearll1j:s," hy MV Feng. S FUJII and M. ShanUluka. 5/15N2, (PR'}3~15()2112;ASI

NCEEI< <J2~IKlI() "SelSml, Res"lan,'c "j Siah-Column C"nned,o", m EXlslln!! NonlJut:lIle Rat!'lale RUlId,,,!!,." hy AJ
lJurram and Y lJu, 5/1 KN2

NCEEI<'}2IXlIl "The 11\'1"":1" al1<.t Uynam.. Rehav,or of RnL" Masonry Wall- Upgrade<J hy FellllLCment Ctlatan~s Under
Cydll Loadlll~ and Stronj: Simulated Ground MtllIon." hy H Lee and SI' Prawel. 5/1 IN2, ttl "" puhll,hcd

NCEEI<~'}2-IXJl2 "Study 01 W,Tt· I<opc Systems 1<" SelSnlll P"'led"," tlf Eljulpment In RUlld,nlls," hy G.F. Dcmctnades, M.e
Constantmou and A.M Rcanhtlrn, 5/20N2.

NCEEK'}2·IKJI' "Shape Memory StrullurallJampers Matenal I'rnperlles, IJcSlj:n and SCIsm.. Teslll1~," hy I'.R Wlltll1g and
F.A eO/larelll. 5/2n/92

NCEEI<'}2·IXJI4 "Longlludmall'ermancnt Ground IJd"nnalltln Ellet:ts on RUrled Conltnuous p,pellnes." hy M.J. {)'!<tlUrkL.
and (' Nordherg. t>!15N2.

NCEE!<,}2-IX'15 "A SImulation Mclhod f," Stat,onary GausSIan I<andnm FunLllons RaS<:<! on the Samphnj: Theorem." hy M
Gngtlnu and S Ra1opoulnu. fl/l IN2. (pR9~-1274W1/AS)

NCEEI<·Y2-IXlifl "Gravlty·Load~lJcsl!!ned I<cmfort:eJ Coocrcle RUlldmgs. SelSmlL Evalualton of Ex,sllng Constroclltln and
DetaIling Stratell,es for Improved SClSm'L ReSlslanLe." hj G.W Hoffmann. S.K. Kunnath. J.R. Mander and
A.M. Remhorn. 7/15N~, 10 be puhhshed.

NCEEK·Y~-(X1I7 "Ohservallons on Waler System and I'1pelmc I'cnonnancc 10 the Llm(\n Area of Costa Rlt:a lJuc II. th... Apnl
22, IWI Earthljuakc," hy M. O'Rourke and U. Ballantyne. fl/30/Y2. (I'BY3-12flllll/AS).

NCEEI<-'}2-IXlIll "Founh EdIlUlO of EarthqUake Edu.;allon Malenals for Grades K-IZ," Edued by K.E.K. Ross. 1l/101'J2.

NCEER-Y2-00IY "1'rO\:Cedmgs from the Fourth Japan-U.S. Workshop on EarthquaJr.e ReSlSlantlJeSlgn of L,fellne Facthlles and

Counlenneasures for So.1 L'ljucfacllon," Edited by M. Hamada and T.U. O'Rourke. 8/12/92. (I'B93
16J93'1/AS).

NCEER-92-lXl20 "Active Bracing System: A Full Scale ImplementatIOn of Active Concrol." by A.M. Reanhom, T.T. Soong.
R.C. Lin, M.A. Riley, Y.P. Wang. S. AiLawa and M. Higashino, 8/14192. (PB93-127512/AS).

NCEER·Y2-<U21 "Empmcal AnalysIS of Honzontal Ground 1JJsplacement Generated by Llquefaction·lnduced Lateral Spreads,"
by S.F. Bartlett and T.L. Yooo. 8/17fJ2.

NCEER-92-0022 "IIJARC Venilon 3.0: Inelastic Damage Analysl:i of Reinforced COllQ'ele SlnK;lurt:s." by S.K. KUIU1ath. A.M.
Reanhom and RF. Lobo. 8f31fJ2, to be published.

NCEER-92-lX123 "A Seml-EmplfIcal Analysis of Strong-Mollon Peaks an Tenns of SeismK: Source, Propagauon Path and L<xal
Site Condilions, by M. Kamiyama. MJ. O'Row-le and R. Flores-Berrones, 9N192. (pB'J3-150266/AS),

NCEER-92-fXl24 "SeISmIC Behavior of Remforced Concrete Frame Slnlctures wit.'1 Nonductile Dewls. Part I: Summary of

Expenmental Fandlngs of Full Scale Beam-Colwnn Jomt Tests," by A. Beres. R.N. Wlule and P. Gergely,
9{30/92. to be published.

NCEER-92-0025 "Expenmental Resulli of Repaired and Retrofitted Bearn-Column Joant Tells in Lightly Reinforced Concrete
Frame Buildings," by A. Beres. S, EI-Burgi. R,N. While and P, Gergely. 10/29/92. to be published.
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Mander. 12/11'12
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EXl'clllflenLJI Pcrl"rman<:e ,,' Sut>..."emhlagcs,·' t>y L E Aycardl, J B Mander and A.M. Kcmhonl, 12/1H2
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J R Mander. 1211l'J2, to t>c put>hshed.
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